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Catch
as
catch
can
Brad Jackson
(left), faculty
adviser for the
Spartan
Juggling Club.
practices Wit h
Steve Barlow.
freshman and
Juggling Club
mem her.

Brad

Adviser asked to leave
program board position
By Charlotte Banta
Deity staff writer
After advising the Associated
Students Program Board for 15
years, Ted (iehrke has been asked to
leave that position after next seines
ter to concentrate soley on Student
Union activities.
Gehrke has been donating time
as the board.. ads Ise!. although his
salary is paid Mittel the Student
Union budget. His time vAl he de,
voted soley to directing the An Gallery and union programs beginning
next fall.
When the Student ’mon Retie
ation and Ev ems (’entei \kir,
proved. director Ron lianen iold
Gehrke that he vyanted his sot
working only OH union proiecis
Other staff positions will not ht.’ at
fected in this way because Gehrke

"is the only one (staff member)
helping an A.S. board." said Barrett.
’Vs.,. nisi need to use our
money- as much as possible towards
staffing and funding of the Rec
he said
Prop? am Board Director Scott
Valor is looking at options to keep
(iehrke on the hoard. Valor and Barrett have agreed that if the hoard pro\ ides half of Gehrke’s salary they.
ate entitled to half ot his iime.
’The main ittles1100 we have to
deal vy oh is: wheie do we get the
money ’!" Valor said. The funds
would need to come from either the
program hoard or student services
budget, he said.
Valor plans to discuss the matter with A.S. President Mike McLennan.

Until one year ago. Gehrke
spent 50 percent of his time on board
activities. During the last year., h.e
estimated it has dropped 25 to 30
percent.
Gehrke is hopeful he will continue to act as the board’s adviser.
how ev er. he is "comfortable with
the status quo."
"I don’t like leaving. At the
same time. I can see Ron’s problem
and I understand it," he said.
Barrett informed Gehrke to advise the board of the plan. so options
could he discussed hv hoard members. "Its something A.S. should
begin to look at," he said.
While the action is based on a
need for Rec Centel staff anti funds.
Gehrke does not anticipate working
on Rec Center projects.
Gehrke applied to SJSU in 1972

New CSU guidelines
curb Greek activities
By Russ Bagged,
Daily staff writer
SJSU fraternities and soionties
were given a list of mandatory behavior guidelines from the CSI,1 system which will S0011 become mandatory.
Copies of the rules. which include restrictions on serenading.
sidewalk painting. noise. party
hours. and entering other fraternity
and sorority houses. were distrihuted
to house represethai iv es at the Intrafraternity C’ouncil and Panhellenic
meetings last week.
The rules have been established
to improv e the image ol the Greek
communities of the CS( sv stem
IR’ President Jim Knoll de-

By Julie Rogers
Daily staff writer

scribed the new guideline. as.
"commtel sense kinds of things.
(The fraternities) should have no
trouble with them...
Some of the rules under discussion, but listed as mandatory on
the information packet are:
No
serenades
after
10
p.m.
the practice of fraternity individuals or groups singing outside
sorority houses.
No alcohol allowed at serenades. nor are any OMR ’duals who
appear intoxicated. National Panhellenic Conference rules already prohibit alcohol on any. sorority house
grounds.
No paint on sidewalks. This
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Library responds
to student demand
for increased hours

r
ith

Ily Brenda Tai I.am
Daily staff writer

Ted Gehrke,
. . . prpgram board iiilviAer
while working as it 11111sIC coordinator for eight local colleges. He
served as a middleman representing
the schools to music agents.
Born in Oregon, he studied at
Portland State College. then spent
most of the 19hOs in New York Citv
"I’m a poet." Clarke said, hut
’worked odd jobs including welfare
work for two years.
fiehrke managed liav Area
bands. three with "maim record.
In 19bti, Everything is Hoy thing. a
band he represented, made the top
ten list around the country’.

. student demo,’ ao has
paid off.
Due to a high demand ha an increase in library. hours. Clai k I .i
bray will extend their ekellIlle
from 10 p.m to I I p.m. Iontlay
through Thursday beginning ( ),..1

Steve We...men. .1 minor in
business. think s it’s a great idea because it gr. es the students "that
,11,:tii,c1.11 more strikb time. The hest
studying is done in the library ." hi:
Many of the requests came
trim] resident hall and engineering
students who needed mote room to
do their homework and particularly
from students %Alio ILO e kisses tiff -

the \ ening, said !altar!, director
Ruth Halter
-The staff ...orts to serVe OUr
those Ulth night
stUdellts.
classes w ho need to gel (study)
materials. or people %Oro vrork or
%%aril to stud% late... Halle! said.

Plan. to csiend

hour%

kweecrii..
1st
I; lopLe%rtile nliatteurnt’atti.
%%inked into the 198h 1987 budget
hy the academic vice
Mid
president, vs ho supported the idea of
ha v
111,141%
extended.
Hanel said
Also wiiiked giro the budget
\sere hinds to
ei the cost i it hiring
secut rt. criard sii Mat ...indents
or
..ould lecl sat,staving in the Mimi% at Mai late
Sr / /RR IR) pug(’ 6

After being used last year on a
limited basis. the Early Warning
Program has been extended this year
to the entire campus.
Under the program. students
who are not doing well within the
first four weeks of school. are
warned by teachers who decide to
use the program.
The program last year was only
used in 144 selected classes including: Business 20. History 15A. English IA. and "a long list of math
courses... Ken Dorsi. program coordinator. said.
"We received a lot of feedback
froni students in the program last semester who said that (the Early
Warning Program) had helped them

using an outside official torm because it mil:matt/es the students and
makes them teel infeiiiii I contact
the students Inv sell. and I think that
%mks %kelt enough. professor Mai ion Rich_
math professor
arils. w hi, doesn’t find the prograni
"A teacher can elect to be in- usetul. said "Ir. a good idea. hut I
volved in the program or not.’ Dorsi has,. a sonference %rib :Inv student
(who.. not doing %sell’ in% self
said.
English Professor John Pollack.
science professor Peter
who used the program last year and Haas said he has not received
liked it. said it is a way of giving stu- enough publicit about thi: program.
-We ieceiv ed one piece of
dents. who aren’t doing well an extra
nape’ resplaming the program) early
push.
the semester and then it was forHowever. a few protessois
campus said that they would not par. gotten... lie said
Atte, neat lv ’11 \ eats w. mum’
ticipate in the plogr am.
-I used it imi.e tew years ago the program. Colllisdille ’,ert.leeS
iequest
and I didn’t like rt. said math Protes restaned it last veal attei
from President (
I ’Melton.
si,ir Tatiana Deretsky "I don’t lik

contact the students myself and I think
that works well enough.’
Tatiana Derensky.
to shape up.- he said.
Instructors who engage in the
program evaluate students through
tests. qui//es, and attendance during
the 1 irst four weeks of the semester
After deciding v. Inch students
need to be warned. instructors till
out a form and give one copy to the
student and another to the t’otinseling tiers ices Office. Dorst said.
Counseling Services then sends
a packet to the selected student that
list% 1 I serv Ices and 14 vorkshops
where assistance can be found

Students in dark about construction;
new signs shed light on Rec Center

for Rec pool
still not set

1

I’
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Early Warning Program expanded

Opening date

By Brenda Tai Lam
Daily staff writer
The opening date for the
Aquatic Center. scheduled for last
August, has still not been officially
set, Student Union Director Rim
Barrett announced at Tuesday’s Stii
dent Union Board of Directors meet
ing.
The Rec Center swimming pool
is in its final stages as workers make
the final connections for the electrical and plumbing systems. he said.
"My main concern is to get it
done properly so we won’t have to
go back in and make corrections,"
See P00/., pace
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Ken Johnston Daily staff photographer

Vo, a senior industrial technoloKy
major, attaches hailing wire to the bottom of

the Rec (’enter sign on San Carlos Street.

Ily Brenda Tat Lam
Daily staff writer
A nuniher of students did not know what
was being constructed at the Recreation and
Events Center site. located on San Carlos Street
between Ninth and Seventh streets. said Student
Union Director Ron Barrett.
Two new blue and white signs have heen
put up to identify the buildings. One says Sttident Union Recreation and Events Center" and
the other "Student Union Aquatic Center."
The signs were displayed in order to inforni the students of what was heing constructed. Barrett said.
Reaction was mixed among those who
were asked what was being built on the site.
"Of course I knew what it was." Marcos
Montenegro. a senior, said. "I was enrolled in.
school when the proposal went through in 1984.
"I had heard about it. hut I didn’t really.
know where it was going to he; said Pam Shigeniura. a graduate student. who was standing
near the site waiting for the shuttle bus.

The names of. the two far:dares are likelv to

remain as thev are f

.

time.

Currently. there are no plans to renami: the
Rec Center. said Richard Staley. SJSU public
information officer.
Staley said the Academic Senate has put a
temporary hold on naming building% after people
University President Gail Fullerton reiterated this point at her first press conference of
the semester two weeks ago. She said if any
buildings are named after people. they must
first be approved by the California State University Board of Trustees.
Over a three year period only. sevtii campus buildings were named after faculty members or important people to the university They
were: Robert D. Clark Library. William tiv.eg
ney Hall. John T. Wahlquist Library . Dvx
lientel Hall. Robert I). Louis Instructional Re
sources Center. Dudley Moorhead Hall and
Hugh (iillis Hall.

Ed Zschau
to lecture
on business
By Charlotte Banta
Daily staff writer

Ed /what’, former
S Con
gressman from Los Altos, will di.
the federal government’s in)
pact on entrepreneurs Satindav at a
seminar, presented by students of
Burton Deim. Business Department
chairman.
Although /Achim lives closer to
Stanford. Dean said he may have
heen motivated to speak at SJSU 10
establish a
base in the aiea" fin the
1992 Senate race
tschau is 4.-tirrenti a general
partner in Brentwood Associates. a
venture capital firm He is also the
founder of the 4.17’11 million com
pany. System Industrie% it% well as
The Technology Center. He will
Sec "CNA 1 , page 8
4.11S%
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U.S. action in Persian Gulf justified
\ av ) vs as ri.,Thi lo open I ire on the
l
The
Iranian ,hip caught lay ing mines in the
Persian ( lid 1 Monday ii ight.
hver siiii:e the Reagan administration
began its Kim dui oil tanker rellagging operation in August, the Iranian government has
stead I astl v denied the charge that it was behind
the mining 01 international tv aters.
In light ol the (nem, of the past few days.
howeyer. the L.% itlence against Iran should now
be irref utahle.
Alter detecting that the Iranian ship. identified as the Iran Air. ii I .662 -ton landing craft.
was lay ing mines. 1..S. helicopters quickly and
legally attacked the ship, killing three crew
members in the process.
The remaining crew members abandoned
ship. and 26 sailors \verse later rescued by the
U.S. Navy. They not% ay. ait repatriation to Iran
via the Red (7rescent. the gulf area’s equivalent
of the Red (7ross.
U.S. intelligence sources interrogated
many of the captured sailors. and some of them
_admitted to laying the mines in question.
But the real public relations coup was the
ship. with 10 deploy able mines still on board.
As incredible as it may seem. and directly
.
contradicting available photographic evidence.
Ole Iranian government offered it, account of

the in, Rlent to a General Assembl) ,..ss ion of
the l’inted Nations.
Iranian President Ali Khamenei rejected
the U.S. mine -lay ing charge as a "pack of
lies. Khantenei.s speech was so disturbing to
the American delegation that they choose to
leave instead of continuing to be insulted.
Where does this leave us. on the brink of
war’?
That seems remote. But future military action. either by the Iranians or the massive international flotilla now plying the hot gulf waters.
is a possibility.
Based Oil this belief. many members of the
U.S. Congress are demanding that President
Reagan inyoke the War Pmker. Act. This act
ithin
requires a president to not il
48 hours when he introduces troop, into a Lunation of "imminent hostilities. The troops
would then have to be withdrawn within 60
days unless Congress specifically authorins
their continued presence.
The situation in the gulf. as potentially
dangerous as it is. should not require that Reagan make such it declaration.
But in the meantime, the U.S. Navy, and
other international nay ies. rtiti,1 he allowed to
protect themselves as the see I

NUNN LINKS BCRK AND $112CsTEGIC DEFENSE I Ni-fiAllVE. NEVUS ITEM

Editors’ Roundtable

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to
write letters to the editor. I low ever, personal attacks and letters in poor taste will not be published. All letters may be edited for length or
libel.
Letters must hear the writer’s name. major.
phone number and class level. Phone numbers
and anony mous letters will not Iv printed.
13eliv cr letters to the Daily office on the second floor ol Dv, ight Hemel Hall. or to the Student ’Mon information desk

Jeff
Goularte

Beginning of the end?
some

Letters to the Editor
N1AN capable of guiding them in their religion.
I am not a Catholic. but I resent anyone in your position writing so flippantly about any belief system. Just
as you beheYe in yourself as a journalist, they belies e
this man as a counseloi of God. l’ou lime the ability to
do it xx ita some J. lass
impress people v. ith words
As a memher the media: I hope yin’ take y our po,, hen cit%ering maior
sition as a reporter mine sei

More parking spaces only a dream
I &Tor,
the SJSC president. the As.ou. tate(’ Students and
he Spartan Daily all agiee that v,e inmaies ot this instituor about SIMI cacti selion should novy pay S.? a day
to park.
mester filr five-day-a-v.eek student
And for what?
The right to drive through downtown San Jose for
an how each morning. pray mg all the while for the Parking Gar.i2e iods to giant a sate and speedy entrance ’
Ptesident like \Id eiman ,iies in the Daily
::for .111. k1C T.R. es.
Hal,’ I ’team on. pal.
Herb NInktarian
Senior
Journalism

funks issues

In her column 1.eaxe it to Bieber... Paige limedRieher’s tagline said .tie’s riot looking tom ad to a second papal v isit Ifs Iiime you conlY111.1 Icla and en loY
sou might hase learned somethe first one. Bleb
thing.
I can can understand our lack of respect for the
media at times. munialists din get obnoxious las youve
shown). hut I can’t understand your lack of respect and
judgment in stating some of the things you did in your
column_
Numbei one. the ioh ot the press is to convey news.
The pope’s , ’sit to the tinted States is a mato- news
eVent. It is an opportlitlits tor many people van/ yyor,hip
God in the Catholic faith (they don’t worship the pope,
:as you stated) to see the figure who represents Christ to
them The pope doesn’t claim to he Christ or God. He is
a man , ho doesn’t need to walk
the bishop of Rome
on water or pertOrin miracles to convince people of anything (which yOU NCCI111 10 think he must din. He didn’t
come here to cony ince
he came here to bless those
who know he is not the holy one. but believe in him as a

7

HI 30E.

RALPH

\NIHERE
ARE YOU
GOING?

ei

lust because it’s

"as big as the pope. and you teel a need to flock to it
like flies on a rotting al Lass...
That’s not how most of us s less the responsibility
behind nem.. reporting. NVe coy el the neyys because regardless 01 our personal opinion. yy e are :mare there are
people out there who care deeply about these events.
Citxxl thing tor us v.e yyon’t have to lease that coverage
to Bieber.
Paula Ray Christiansen
Senior
Journalism

Columnist lacks respect for pope

HEY

don’t

hoopla

ot the

Vlany

pope’s s isit.
us enitcyed the pope. and are

w.ard to his return Viva!

Marianne C. Itahhit
senior
liberal Studies

Despite policy. KSJS still diverse
in his Sept. 17 letter to the edit,., myoni obscenity polio at KSJS. vy’arren Oster Lium. his ignorance
very dearly .
It he’d been tolloyy ing the neyy. tor the past year.
the Federal Commuim anon. Commission has been
cracking dovoi on radio stations Al.,. ilic colinti tor
what is being played osei the co sc.is es An esainple of a
song that could be potentialls ottensise is "Na/i punk I-off

hv the De:id Kenneds.
kno\c. KS.IS is considered an "alternaAs.you

Ilse station.

That

tols. Cirele Jerks,

Pope transcends media hoopla

mes.

Editor,
The s isit of our Holy Father has rend.yed the faith
of many Catholn.s. brightened the likes of the desponI Ine.ses
dent and go en hope to those v. ith tet
,It
The messages the pope blotight us ale
ceptance. hope. and love. li bliss to think one niati can
leali/e
change the world; it is tremendous. hoysey
how much an individual can change hinisell
The pope’s message to patients y ith \ II /S and \
’,nes y I11 unconditio
Related Complex
God
nally
is an important message to all humans INit
the contest of our own IIes. kle MUNI ,liCepl
yes.
loYe
all fellow humans. iegairiless ot illness. rate.
sex. age. or religion. Vv’e must accept and learn from
those who are different from us.
However. it is unfortunate that two Spartan Daily
editors cannot go beyond the superficiality
the media

C,ilitinma.

M GOING 70

A RALLY 10
SUPPORT REAGAN’S
ARMS REDUCTION
TREATY!
GREAT!

HEY GUYS!
HANANAHA!
(-REAGAN AND
REAGAN JUST
ARMS TREATY? IF REAGAN
AGREED TO
THAT IS A
SIGNS AN
CONTRADICTION ARMS TREATY, ELIM I NATE
IN TERMS 1.
I’LL BE A
EUROPEAN
MONKEY3 UNCLE!
MISSILES’

ERR ... S
MKT
R ALLY FOR
REAGAN’S
ARMS-VRE.Krt

GADS!
MuST

BE IN11-i
1wILiGKT
z()"
0

looking for-

Papa!

doesn’t mean just play inp Sex PisSocial I)istortion and Violent Fem-

KSJS is one of the most diverse

radio stations in

It ottei s contemporary. rock. ja/i. reggae.
blues and Ileac s metal. Try to call KWSS and request

Bob Nlarley: they ’II laugh in your fay e’
he taking a hip step in the coming
KSJS w
its transmitter. This
months. The station will be mos
means KS.IS \k ill leach Santa Cm/ Palo Alto and Hav_
sk aryl_ The listening audience will TR. KSJS needs to
keep a format to keep the listeners Intel cIC,1 and to keep
its sciund fluent :and professional.
R Ali Nal y avian
Ks,IS disiluckey name "king Itafli"
Senior

Public Relations

touLider it tooiish to take issue
the announcement that the Sosiet
I ’mon and Mt. t ’lined States have reached an
cen lent in principle’. to reduce intermediate
nuclear totces.
tet all . most people undoubtedly think the
elimination of eyen one nuclear %capon is a very
idea.
( ’all me a fool. though. because the ramifications i,t this pending treaty are far-reaching and are
I itscl ti cause the Westem world irreparable damage
I .ets not trip oxer ourselves in unbridled ex,:itenient: the major motivations behind this agreement me political. not humanistic. altruistic or remotelk pea...etill. in nature.
I-Yei ...like the Iran -contra mess hit the fan, the
Reavaii administiation has been motivated by the
desii e to make deal. any. deal. so that Reagan will
he histinicallk remehered as
’peaceIllaker.
Means, hilt.. (1eneral S0,1 otary Gorbachev has
been guided hy the notion that his country’s flounk% II! ’,client once less money
dering
spent on defense \ taking "peace is not a con cern .The,e

public relation strategies have led us to
the honk of a "hist, ic! treaty ntost people will rejoice met
Ilig deal We’ie only talking about a three or
four percent de..ICANC III it combined stockpile of
ion yy. head. I Ins miniscule reduction k ill
hill 4,11 al \ 1:ItC
tension. misunderstanding and
mistrust chat leri/ing Soviet-U.S. relations, not to
mention the Mica! ot nuclear war.
But v. an
hing an agreement with the Sok lets could lead to bigger and better treaties. like a
5( I percent reduction in the strategic forces of both
countries sometime hehire Reagan leaves office in
1989Halleltijah!. such a far-reaching treaty would
definitely make the workl a sater place. and I could
stint
- up with all those sleepless nights I’ve
lost sx oil \ 1112 ;Mont perishing III a 111,14:1Car h010\ mg the faimitsy world. WC MUM WWI-Tito
the real vi mit and the INF proposal. Even it a superpower ’A111111111 IN held in America later this year.
culminating in an arms control agreement. there is
no guarantee Mai the 1.1.S. Senate would ratify the
6""1

Bork is ’dangerous
Editor.
in

response to Charlotte lianta’s Sept. 23 column.
Ideologs not as ci itical as nistice. I would like to address what I see as atilty logic
:ndel elypi_igeaetexdsktoiri:e.
v
e.ses veiy little about his legal policv -making. His
righteousness. I have taken it upon myself to write
1,1\ own letters urging my senators and my congressman
e, oppose Bork ’s nomination.
is imporatnt to preserve the
Bolls has qated thai
Constitution as the original framers had intended. and
that in Mei to do SO. Vo. MUNI 11Of Irlelit new laws
which the framers did not intend Yes. Judge ilork’s
ideas on justice and equality and human rights are outdated. The framers of the ,onstition did not provide for
the equal rights 01 blacks. Chicanos. women or other
groups. Indeed. the exk.lusion ot women and minorities
was intended by the framers.
to
I would say that Flork has the same intentions
oppress these groups. Because Bork is not a member of
one ot the oppressed it serves him well to reaffirm the
ideologies ot the oppressor. I realire Mat Banta reteis to
a dangerous man.
Mall. And he is a man
Bork
liork’s obedience to archaic models of
clear. Anyone who has been degraded Mill

innistice

are

oppressed befailed to protect their civil
cause the sacred
rights woukl know that Borks adherence to a 200 yearold document is dangerous.
As we have been trying to get around that wide corner of social, racial and gender equality, along comes
Bork dragging us backward. Backward to a time when
civil liberties and racial equality was enjoyed by precious
few.
And should you see yourself taking interest in the
gentlitie presentation of your human rights. then I 1.11)2e
yOU to write your senators and tell them to stop Bork ’s
appointment to the Supreme ( ’ourt

.lames Anders I loffman
Senior
English

s hecause Sam Nunn. influential chairman of the Senate Armed Ses ices Committee, has
joined the liacas. The 1)entocratic senator from
Georgia I, threatening to delay ram ication in. the
INF treaty unless the Reagan administration gives
sii called broad interpretation of the Anti Flattip
tish.. \ fissile treaty signed by Richard Nixon and
I .e.mul Bre/lines in 1472.
A hiiiad interpretation of the Alitvl treaty
would ;tilos% expanded ll.S. testing of the Strategic
Defense Intiative. which is critical to the future
our nation. DI course. most Democrats
think the continued research and development of
safely of

this high-tech defensive weapons system will only
SCUll the arms -race spiraling into space.
Their strategy is intended to cripple SI)I.
which es eryone should realiie IN the prime stake in
the arms control game. If successtul. Nunn’s action
will only serve to weaken the ability ot future U.S.
presidents in dealing with the Soviets. especially if
they violate the terms of the treaty as they’ve done

so frequently in the past.
In addition. verification promises to he an area
of concern. and even though NATO’s commanders
have not publicly critici/ed the removal of the Pershing 2 and ertiise missiles that are so critical in deterring the eons entionallv superior armed forces of
the Warsaw Pact nations I rom invading Western
Europe. the future of this alliance is in question.
There are simply too many questions concerning the lability- of this pending docunient to hail it
as the bee inning ot the end to the "nuclear nightmare the ccoi 1(1 lives with.
Besides. treaties ;ire rarely worth the paper
they are v.. men on.

Jeff Goolarte is the Forum page editor.
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Peace center seeks student support

Daily Delivery
A brief look at off co.motis riews

U.S. hunts
for mines
NI ANA MA
Bahrain
AP)
American
warships swept a strip of the central Persian Gulf on
Wednesday to recover mines believed planted by the
Iranian ship that U.S. helicopters attacked this week.
Conmiercial ships were warned away from the
waters about 50 miles northeast of Bahrain and there
were reports that some mines had been found.
Five Iranians v,.ere reported killed and 26 were
captured in the helicopter raid on the Iranian vessel
Monday night. It v, as the first direct American attack
on Iranians in the two months since the United States
began protecting shipping in the gulf.
Iran has vowed revenge for the American attack
and the Iranian president said in New York that the
two nations were moving toward war.
President Ali Khamenei of Iran. in New York for
a U.N. session, said the U.S. government had taken
the road to war. "The people of the United States
have a right to ask why is their government dragging
them toward v, at.’ he said
Despite the increased tension and the possibility
of more floating mines, gulf-based shipping sources
said a reflagged Kuwaiti gas carrier had begun a
southhound voyage under U.S. escort.
The reported departure of the 46,723 -ton Gas
Prince from Kuwait would he the 1001 convoy since
President Reagan’s program of escorting Kuvvaiii
tankers v,,ent into effect in mid -July.
But Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger,
asked in a Washington television interview whether a
convoy was filming. replied. "Not that I know of."
In Washington, Pentagon officials said threats of
Iranian reprisal for the ship attack would not deter
Weinberger from leaving as scheduled for a five-day
trip to the region.
Iranian officials angrily promised retaliation for
Monday’s attack and 1.,.S. embassies and military
bases worldwide were warned to be alert for terrorist
incidents

Page 3

Projects include
ballot proposal

Willson, a 46-year -old N’ietnam veteran v.ho has
dedicated his life in recent years to protesting war.
lost both his legs (Alien the train struck and rolled over
him on Sept. 1. Other protesters on the tracks with
him jumped off %%Whom being hit.
Controversy has swirled around the incident.
which generated hospital bedside v isits v,ith Willson
by presidential hopeful Jesse Jackson and Rosario
Lope/. the common-law v.
of Nicaraguan President I kiniel Ortega
A central question has been v,hether the train
crew deliberately forged ahead as they rounded a corner to the spot where the protest as tinders...ay.
A congressional in% estigation into the incident at
the (’oncord Naval Weapons Station about 35 miles
northeast of San Francisco. is slated to begin after the
Navy completes its report on Friday.
Contra Costa County. District Attorney Gary
Yancey said on Tuesday that he concluded the incident was accidental and there v,.a. no evidence that
the train engineer or crew intended to hit or run over
any of the protesters.
"The train (creys ) could hav e seen the demonstrators in time to stop... said Willson Atonic) Doron
Vv’einberg at a nevvs eonteience Wednesday . The
Navy failed to warn protege’ s that the train would not
stop and made no effort to slov. down. he said.
"We don’t knovv k here that criminal liabilitv
lies ..." he said. adding that lie suspects it may rest
with high-ranking Nav ottiLials.

By Richard Moir-old
Daily staff writer
Rekindling
die
peace
movement at SJSt is the goal of an
open house meeting sponsored by
the San Jose Peace Center today.
The center. located al 48 S.
Seventh St., is coordinated by volunteer Director Mitch I )ianiond.
"If the publicity is good. we
can hope for a hundred people,
v,fiich v. ill mean a successful turnout," Diamond said. "But. if only a
few. people get the message, then the
tUrD011i
he just 20 or 30 people.
which is okay any v, ay "
The meeting is scheduled to he
an open discussion hehseen center
members and S.M. students. Most
of the center’s meetings are focused
on film
slide piesentations.
at other meetings vo
L

)’

would have a slide show that %fluid
present pictures of our members protesting U.S. government ntervention in Central America or Ithe
grim ing) nuclear arms race and hov.
we get these protests mg:int/ed.
Diamond said.
"One of the things that the
group will talk about. besides peace.
is our three projects that we have
planned." said peace center member
Val Follett.
"One of our main goals is to establish a peace activist center here at
SJSU for the students." Diamond
said.
"There
was)
a
peace
movement here a few years ago. hut
that
has disappeared
and
a
movement is badly needed for these
troubled times... he said.
"Our first project is called
"First Strike Projection Project"
which is concerning Lockheed (Missiles and Space Co.)."
" I .ockheed) says they build

only defensive weapons. when they
in tact lia%e been making offensive
first -strike arsenals that are only
used in aggression." he said.
"These weapons make it clear that
the U.S. government wants to surpass the Soviet Union in nuclear
weapons superiority.’ he said.
The center’s second project
called "Conversion Ordinance Task
Force’’ is a plan to put a measure on
the San Jose ballot reducing all military’ production in this area.
"What the measure does is turn
San .lose from a military producing
city into a non-military’ producing
city .’ Follett said.
The third project titled "Big
Mountain" is aimed at helping
American Indians in Big Mountain.
Art/. from being moved off their
land by the federal gmernment and
put onto another location, Diamond
said.

SJSU pep ra Ily benefits museum

By Karen NI. Derenzi
Ford Aerospace to sponsor the rally.
Daily stall writer
Gallant also said that William
President Gail Fullerton. Head
K. Kelley. chairman of the firm. is a
Football Coach Claude Gilbert and
Stanford graduate.
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) -- Three brothers
"Vv’e thought it would be apquarterback Nlike Pere/ are lust
whose exposure to AIDS made them pariahs in their
some of the SJS1’ personalities expropriate because of the SJSU-Stanrural hometown enrolled in a new school Wednesday
ford connection. Gallardo said.
pected at the dim mown hash and
without incident and with a hesitant welcome from
pep rally, Fridav
"We’re inv olved with a downtown
schoolmates and parents.
Lucille
Clarke,
The al
III 111%111114C Sill
building and sse’re in the downtown
Deputies patrolled the grounds at (Irmo Heinen firotball game hetween the
ihe 615
museum development assistant area.’’
Wry School. And officials reported that 120
Spartans and the Stanford Cardinal.
Kelley’s brother, Ryland, will
pupils stayed home. Up to a diven pupils Yv ere v. ithAll
students
are
invited
also attend the event and will present
to
the
Nlarket
/ation.
drawn. The usual absentee rate is about .3 percent.
Pla/a Park Friday at 11:30 a.m. for
The rally is just one of a series the check to the San Jose Museum of
Hut the day had encouraging moments for the
the rally.
of fundraisers organiied by the San Art. Candace Hathaway, marketing
10-year-old Ricky. Robert. 9. and Randy 8.
Rays
The Spartan Marching Band Jose Business Journal to promote the representative said.
After school. acting Principal Lee Cixise said:
%ill he performing at the event and the city ’s major arts groups.
The main reason the company
"We had a super day. A -OK (moss the board...
KSJS. 11.de campus radio station. will
The museum, located at the is participating is to promote their
"Every thing was positive.’’ said the ho).s.
he br( raucasting hy e
corner of South Market and San Fer- business as a part of downtown San
mother. Louise. "One of (the boys) said they. had to
The Spatial) foundation is co. nando streets. is helped out each Jose.
assign seats in the lunchroom because everyone
sponsoring the ’all The STS1.* orga- year by the Business Jounial. said
Vv’e’d like 10 be a part of the
wanted to sit next to then’
Supporters of peace
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
( iallardo said.
nuaiton beLgitle III Oh ell \\
the Lucille Clarke. museum devel- community
The boys attended school in Arcadia for a week
activist Brian Willson said W’ednesday they ’re under federal court order. A boycott that emptied
event after another sponsor pulled opment assistant.
shocked by a district :atonic!, ’s decision not to pios- classes. and telephone threats \% ere
out. Since it was a pep rally , the
11 students attend they "will
made against the
ecute the crew of a Nil% munitions train that rolled school and family
hav e exposure to the museum that
foundation stepped in to help.
arms
path
to
protest
he
knelt
in
its
over Vv’illson as
Another rally sponsor is Hare. they didn’t have before." Clarke
They left Arcadia after an Aug. 28 fire gutted
shipments to Central America.
Brewer & Kelley . Inc.. Managing said.
their home
Tom McDonnell, associate
Partners, WiliCil is currently inolved
in the construction of a I ft -story. Allen,- &lector in charge of external
20.5.0(M-squaw loot building at th0
mild like to see SJSC stti
W. Santa Clara Street.
dents attend the event.
A lunch of barbecued chicken.
"It’s ()pen to the entire campus
AND
A bnef look at campus events
said
bratwurst. salad and french bread community ,’
McDonnell
BEAT THE RUSH!!
will he pro ided for an expected "Just walk on down to Market Pla/a
crowd ot 3.01k) people. said Monica Park.
Bring in a friend for lunch
Re -Entry Club is having a sup- to 6 p.m. today ill the Student Union mony at 277-3238 for information.
A. Gallardo of Hare. Brewer & Kel"We’ll he able to showcase
atter 1:00 p.m. and receive $2 off
port group meeting from 12:30 to Costanoan Room. Call Reheca Ng at
some fine San Jose State talent." he
when you present this coupon to the
I:3B p.m. today in the Student 277-8349 for information
Career Planning and Placement ley, Inc.
Although there is no cost for the said.
waitress upstairs at
’Union Pacheco Room. Call Lee
Center will have a Resume II semiGallardo said her company has
Shatto at 37(1-2344 for information.
nar at tomorrow. from 12:30 to 2:30 lunch, donations are requested. The
for
the
’cations
The Gay and Lesbian Alliance p.m. in the Student Union Almaden proceeds will benefit the San Jose been sending out
MUSCUIll Of Art. a non-profit organi- rally’. Hare. Brev.er & Kelley outbid
Chicana Alliance is having a will have a barbecue from 4 to 7 Room. Call Cheryl A. Allmen
meeting from 1:30 to 2:30 p.m. p.m. today at the barbecue pits. Call 277-2272 for information.
today in Walquist Library Central James zit 263-2312 for information.
Room 209. Call Patricia tarred() at
Career Planning and Placement
277-31(16 for information.
Center will have a Co-op oriental WTI
The Sch(x)1 of Engineering Stu- at 2 p.m. tomorrow in the Studeni
Career Planning and Placement dent Organizations is having an Cll- Union Umunhum Room. Call Che
Center is having an Inters iew I semi- gineering social then 4 to 7 p.m. ryl A. Allmen at 277-2272 for infor
Sign Up To Be A Guest
TWO SPECIALS
nar at 2 p.m. today in the Student today in the Student Union BallBartender and Make Money For
Union Almaden Room. Call Cheryl room. Call Sharon Fanla at 294INCLUDES
Your Frat Thursday Night
A. Allmen at 277-2272 for informa- 6925 for information.
The Akbayan Club and Fil-Air
2
HALF
SANDWICHES
Club will have a potluck dinner al
tion.
2
BEVERAGES
p.m. tomorrow at the Nortlisii.1(
5:30
Engineering Student Groups
The Christian Science Organi2 SLICES OF PIE
ASME. ASCE. IEEE. SOLES. Community Center. Call Georg(
/ation is having a testimony meeting SWE, ASCHE and ASM I is having Sullivan at 795-7195 for informa
in
the
Student
tion.
3:30
p.m.
today
at
an engineering social from 4:3(1 to
Union Pacheco Room. Call Tiffany 8:30 p.m. tonight in the Student
Cooper at 245-2389 for information.
The A.S. Program Board v,
Ai
Union Umunhum Room. Call Paul
OLD TOWN
lig
COUPON GOOD ONLY
HOP
Thomas at (415) 832-9200 for infor- sponsor an Untouchables concert al
UPSTAIRS
9 p.m. tomorrow in Morris Dailey
The department of math and mation.
AFTER 1:00PM
is
featuring
Auditorium. Call Dan Tatttersfield
computer science
I ’WIRES 10 ?Bspeaker RUSS Mem. ot California
at 277-28117 for information.
’,rfAMf
ONE EAST SAN FERNANDO
State University at Hayward at 4
The Social Dance Club is hav( BETWEEN 1st AND 2nd)
The Sch(x)I of FillSilICSS Will
p.m. today in MacQuarrie Hall. Call ing dance practice 7 to 9 p.m. toHugh Edgar at 277-2401 or 277- night in the Student Union Guada- host an Enterpreneurial Success
TOWN
OLD
CA
GATOS
LOST
AVE
UNIVERSITY
50
2411 for infonuation.
lupe Room. Call Mimi at 279-9680 Forum from 8 a in to 5:30 p.m. on
Saturday. in the Student Union Loma
for information.
Prieta Room. Call Slyia Peaker
Cynthia Chin -Lee will speak at
277-34(18 for information.
a general meeting of the ABI. from 4
The Kendo Club is holding beJapanese
ginning and advanced
sword fighting instruction classes
trom 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesdays and
Thursdays in Spartan Complex 2(19.
Spartan Daily
( ’a11371-6134 for infiwmation.
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
The SJSU Tae Kwon Do Club
Since 1934
is having regular practice sessions
IUCPS 509480)
tiom 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. tonight in
Noe I JIttorm.,
Se,Ofki le, post,. pard
Spartan Complex 75. Call Mary al
Alcuther ol 11*.drlottog Neuspaper Puhtotters Asst.
A SJSU School of Business Forum
258-9800 for informatton
.t.thon And the AWOL... Press Published /lib

Boys go to school

’Students will have
exposure to the
Museum.’

D.A. clears Navy

SpartaGuide

SAVE ’2

FRATERNITY NITE THURSDAY
NIGHT AT THE HOP

750 KAMIKAZES
750 DRAFTilte

FOR $7

354.4677

971.4PIE
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Success
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The SJSI ’ Karate Club
have a workout and practice from
7:30 to 9 p.m. tonight at Spartan
Complex 202. Call Jose at 293-7276
hir information.

READING ENTHUSIASTS
An Array of Books Awaits You

The (’atholic Newman Corium’
nity is presenting Father Petei
Chirico speaking on "The Pope and
American Catholics" from 7:30 to
9:30 p.m. tonight at the Campus
Christian Center (1)(ipel at 11)th and
San Carlos streets. Call Sister Judy
Ryan at 298 0204 for information.
Spartan Foundation is sponsor
mg a downtown pep rally for the
SJSEI vs. Stanford game from 11:30
a. rn. to 1:30 p.m. tomorrow at Mill’
ket St. and Pia/a Park (across from
the Fairmont). Call Mary Jane Ta

Largest Selection in the Bay Area
Best Sellers
Backlistings

I

Would you like to be your own boss ?
If you answered ’YES’ to the above question, this is your
chance to find out what it takes to manage a successful
company.
Expose yourself to the knowledge and expertise of Ed
Zschau, Nicole Schapiro, Steve Lewis and Tim McGuire.
In addition, we are presenting 12 individual workshops
covering finance, marketing and planning topics.

Succeed In Your Venture
F ind out how to market & finance your product or service
Learn how to take advantage of social & economic trends
Hear what it takes to plan & manage a successful company

nate

A & J Mopeds
Sales & Service
296-5747
Scooters Mopeds

5029 Stevens Creek Blvd , Santa Clara

I ocafion

420 Town & Country Village. San Jose
243-6262

Saturday September 26
8 00am-5 00pm
Student Union. SJSU

CA11277-3408
for Pre-Registratoon
Register in BT 650 or on Sal

Available,
Fees $75 Students (F inancial
ees include an workshop material, lunch, and a wine & cheese reception

piameouppampimaympappeampampempormalarraratimrr-r-i+iamewammew
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Former SJSU star makes it big
Its Stephen Ellistm
staff writer
As defending champions of the
National Leagues Western Division
and subjects of various indictable
baseball crimes (to put it mildly). the
Houston Astros have virtually taken
oer as arch-risals of the local favorite San Francisco Giants.
This having been a pennant contending season for both clubs,
the scene at Candlestick Park when
the so-called "cheaters" are in town
has turned into an ugly, brutal
screaming festival for thousands ot
not -so-worried -about -the Dodgers anymore Astro-haters.
However, amongst all the
waves of sandpaper and deafening
chants ot ’corky, corky
mostls
directed toward Astros’ outfieldei
Billy Hatcher), a certain Houston
third baseman remains favorable in
the eyes of a few Giant faithfuls.
Ken Caminiti. ho was a three
sport letterman at 1 eigh High School
in San Jose and a tv..o-y car starter for
the SJSU baseball team. is currently
enjoying his rookie season as the
Houston Astro,’ regulai third baseman. And he is the reason the Astros
might have received an occasional
light applause from the locals last
Wednesday after the Giants beat
Mike Scott, 7-1.
When he was called up on July
15. he was batting .325 with 15
home runs and 69 RBI for the Columbus Astros and was selected as
the prospect of the year by the
coaches of the Southern I.eague.
Daily

Michael Burke

Daily staff photographer

at, s tasthall all the %ay into the catcher’s glove in
Ken ( aminiti
last ’1% edlnesdas ’s 11.... to the Giants.

Negotiations start
to end NFL strike
PIM

cement. hosseser long it

\I )1

\ cndlin2
talks Aimed di
the NIA strike
kei lines and. at
players stay et.I
tsso camps. trier] to sh.phosi,,,,d, 01
substitutes from 211111?211, Ork
.1inong those reputing uere
delc. to’ s
Ramb
union
two
White of the Dallas Loss hos s and
Ness York
Mark Gastineau oi
Jets.
The NF1 . meantime. said Still
day’s games still had not heen offi
cially canceled
Negotiatoi sat doss!) at 3 p
throin2.11 the second
EIYV.
full day of the sit ike
rhe
item ot business %sits
the most critical
expected to
the union., ,l -mind tot tree ageno
toiii sea, caper,
\soli
for players
.i% e ret used
ence. ()v. lie.
ss stein under
to modify the
which teams are compensated
a
player signs unit another team. ()ills
IlilS changed
one player in
teams under that ss stein.
"I’m hoping sse Call get it
it.. here...
done. That’s
union head tient: roshav. said berme Ilie bargaining session. -Thete
is no time frame (
agenda is to
...Cale

Mining l’pshau %%etc, membets
of the union’s eectiMe council. in
eluding itti,in Hollimm. of ihe 1 os
Angeles Raiders, \kilo said -You
see him inth. luggage I Ilio.e.’
isn’t to, on,.
vele represented
The oss
h lack 1)0111,iii. head 01 the NFL
Man.! vement Council and two team
presidents
I es Schramm of the
Italia. cm% hos, and 1).in Rooney 01
the l’itkhuigh steeleis
I lic nest IVk t.1:1, ale critical
no moement atter hao
II Oleic
das. e.re looking at long one."
1)onlati said
Schramm said he thought the
talks would last at least through
Thmsday.
"There’s too 111UCil
get it done Ill a

.ilild lo

COVer til

.

said.

s vele
Settlement oi not. oss
1111 ei
planning game, mi Li 4
ther the regulais
iepl;nement
teams of free agents. retirees and
whateser other players they could
sign.
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COMPLETE LINE OF STOCK & CALBLIG PARTS
VW BUG
Viree
FALL
t. SPECIAL

RABBIT

DASHER SCIROCCO

STARTING AT $7s.00
TUNE UP
s ARIING AT $129.00
BRAKE JOB
AT S159.00
CLUTCH WORK

Fngine Rebuilding and Machine Shop Available
861 C AMDEN AVE.. #14. CAMPBE.1.1

378-7033

6201621110.22.67
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THE BIG RALLY
THE BIG GAME
THE BIG CELEBRATION!
THE BIG RALLY. This Friday get into the pre
game spirit after the 11:30 am downtown rally by
crossing the street to BRENNAN’S for Spartan
BIG
t lals on our outdoor terrace.
GAME. .iturclay the 26th. watch the S.J.S.U.
Spartans crush the Stanford Cardinals televised
live upstairs at BRENNAN’S. Don’t be late for
the 320 pm kick off, popcorn and 25C hotdogs.
THE BIG CELEBRATION! After the game follow
the thunderous cheers to the victory party at
BRENNAN’S for post -game cocktails and delicious
dinners. Bring this ad and the price of two or more
dinner entrees includes a bottle of Chardonnay.
Go where Spartan fans go..

no

RENNANS
4,,tairs

01 San

lie

Fernando Market Streets

Since then, he is batting .235 with
three home runs and 19 RBI for
Houston.
Flut, it certainly didn’t take him
long to make himself known. In his
first big league game on July 16 (just
24 hours after he got the call). Caminiti walked, tripled and hit his first
major league home run, eventually
earning National League Player of

one of the more productive hitters on
the squad.
In fact, Caminiti, presently
listed at 6-0, 200 pounds. led the
Spartans in nearly every major offensive category in 1984. Through
57 games he batted .348, hit five
homers and knocked in 45 runs. He
also led the team in hits (77) and
runs scored (44).

’I didn’t really know
how good I could be,
but I figured I had a
good chance of
making it
(professionally).’
Ken Caminiti,
Houston Astros’ third baseman
the Week honors.
There he was, fresh out of Double A ball and he was kntx:king
around major league fastballs as if he
were back in his college days.
Caminiti played three years at
SJSU after a one-year stint with San
Jose City College, and was the starting third baseman in his junior and
senior seasons (1983 and 1984/.
While hailing from both sides of the
plate. he was able to develop into

Rut it was before his senior
campaign that he began realizing his
potential.
"I didn’t really know how good
could be. but I figured I had a good
chance of making it (professionally)," he said. "I thought about it a
lot. I went to college to play baseball that was number one. I was a
business major, but the classes
weren’t so much the reason I went as

was to play ball...
In his junior year, he began his
bid for a career in baseball by leading the Spartans with seven home
runs and 36 RR!.
So. with these numbers is it any
wonder this guy jumped from Double A Columbus (Ga.) to the majors?
"It was a tremendous feeling,"
he said of his first appearance in an
Astro% uniform. "At first I thought
they were gonna send me to Triple
A. Then they told tne I was going to
Houston. I had to catch a plane the
next morning, so I just packed my
bags and went to sleep."
Caminiti, 24. has been swinging a bat since he was seven years
old and thus has had countless
coaches watching over him, including long-time Spartan mentor Gene
Menges.
"Gene helped me out a lot," he
said. "He helped all of us. It was a
good situation there - - a very relaxed situation. When the scouts
would come out to the games. he
would just tell us ’do the best you
can because there’s a lot of people
watching you’.
"And Kevin Sullivan...he sort
of took me under his wing. He was
like a father on the team."
Sullivan and Carniniti were teammates and very girod friends at
SJSU.
Rut the person to whom he attributes most of his success as a
player is his father: "My dad’? He’s
been pushing me hard since I was
little."
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Spartans rolling with 6-0 mark
By Richard Muironi

ristically high number M errors.
"Because we are a finesse team
rather than physical like a Cal Poly
or Pacific, we have to play at a certain pace and level." Montgomery
said. "If our rhythm is off or we are
not generating at the right pace, then
any team can beat us."
Yet, even with the problems
that arose. the Spartans were able to
dominate USF winning easily 15-4.
One of the critical factors was the
Dons’ inability to make the big kills.
While the Spartans made a
mere nine out of 28, USF was dias’emus. converting only four out of
30.
In the second game the pace
that Montgomery stressed seem to
pickup. Although the Spartans could
not turn all of their kill attempts into
points, they still made 12 out of 29
to post another commanding 15-5
win.
"They (USF) were not really
that competitve in the first couple of
games,"Montgomery said.
"At
times they seem to press the ball and
we took advantage of their mistakes.
"We knew that USF’s main
strength was in their defense and
serve. So, that explains some prohlems we had on offense."
Being somewhat fustrated at
their mistakes and angered by the
Spartans’ domination in the first two
games, the Dons took total control of

Daily staff writer
The Spartan volleyball machine

ne
ty
us’?

kept on rolling Tuesday night at Univeristy of San Francisco, posting a
3-1 win over the Dons to muscle
their undefeated record to 6-0.
Still. Spartan coach Dick Montgomery is not entirely happy with his
team’s performance in the big city.

Volleyball
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"To be honest I thought our

performance was a bit lackluster but
it wasn’t due to the fact that we were
being lazy," he said.
"We just came off a tough
weekend on the road against Fresno
State and San Diego State, in which
tx)th teams played us tough," Montogmery said. "Then, after returning
to San Jose, we had only one day to
practice for USF, which left us a
little tired."
Some of the concern that Montgomery generated from the USF
game was the apparent problem of
converting their kill attempts into
points.
For example, in their first
game, the Spartan offense made only
nine kills in 28 attempts which
means that 19 opportunities went astray.
A bigger mystery that evolved,
from game one was an uncharacte- game three, winning 15-4.

The difference again resulted
from kills and errors. The Spartans
could convert only eight kills while
committing two errors and the Dons
made eleven kills without a single
error.

It was here that one player came
through for the Spartans when they
Kim Hicks.
needed it
"Kim really did a great job in
that fourth game." Montogmery
said. "We were down mentally and
Kim just assumed the role of team
leader and did a great job."
Hicks, who plays outside hitter,
led the Spartans in kills with nine
and became the main force in
SJSU’s offensive attack.
On defense. setter Danielle
Spier led the squad with twelve digs,
most of them coming in game four.
This helped foil the Dons’ offense.
who relentlessly attacked the Spartans with 46 kill attempts, but only
made 12.
The result . as a 15.5 win and a

3-garne s -to .I t ictoi y tor SJSU.
"Wt hate to he satisfied being
undefeated 0.erall. hut we have a
real tough teckend ahead of us,"
Montgomery said. "We play at hostile Cal Poly, who is (ranked) 19th in
the country. Then. we go down to
10th -ranked Santa Barbara.
"If we end the weekend still
unbeaten. then we will know for sure
that we are for real."

SJSU Rugby club begins play Feb. 6
By Nelson Cardadeiro

sport .

Daily staff writer

Last year, the club consisted of
60 members that made up two
teams. They also ranked fourth in
the state.
The club is usually made up of
former high school players and even
Spartan football members.
"After their season ends, some
of the football players will play with
us," McFleath said.
But being a football player or
experienced rugby player is not a
prerequisite for joining the club.
"We would be delighted if people would just come out and get an
idea of how rugby is played," Mc Beath said.
McBeath has been around
rugby for "about 50 years," ever
since he played as a child in New
Zealand.
He is such an avid fan of rugby
because of its variety.
"It gives you a chance to do
different things," he said. "Plus its

Football has long been recognized as a tough man’s 4port in the
United States.
But, rugby may be the toughest
team sport in the world.
Though not as popular as. is the
Spartan football squad, rugby has
been here at SJSU for "about 15
years" said Ron McBeath, director
of the Instructional Resource Center.
The SISU rugby status is a club
and part of the recreation and leisure
services program. The club competes in university competition
against schools like Stanford and
Cal.
The club starts its prances on
Oct. 1, at Spartan Field. League
games begin on Feb. 6 with its first
meeting against Sacramento State.
McBeath said they are kioking
fox new players.
"We welcome anyone who is
interested in trying a new physical

’We welcome
anyone who is
interested in trying a
new physical sport.’
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Spartan Stats
A weekly look at football numbers
RECORD 2-1
SJSLI
24
27
34

OPP
3
25
36

Eastern Illinois
Cal
Oregon State

ATT. COMP
132
81

Perez
Saxon
SJSU
OPP

AVG.
4.0
48
15
10
-30
37
19

ATT. NET YDS.
51
204
18
86
t
16
1
-3
82
304
In
206

PASSING

133
103

82
52

YDS.
928
43
971
642

PCT. TD. INT.
61 4
6
6
100
1
0
61 7
7
6
50 5
5
0

RECEIVING
Liggins
Saxon
K Jackson
J Johnson
Klump
McCloud
Roberts
Stewart
Robinson
SJSU
OPP

NO.
23
21
12
10
6
3
3
2
2
82
52
NO.
14
20

25 0
130
25 5
20 7

25
13
49
44

TEAM STATISTICS

YDS.
495
855

OPP
52
19
24
9
206

SJSU
First downs
Rushing
Passing
Penalty

18
42
7

304
82
37
101 3

RuShing

Attempts
Avg per play
Avg per game

AVG. TD.
10 7 3
6.8 0
62 0
253 3
20 7 1
17 7 0
17.3 0
7.5 0
5.0 0
11.9 7
12,4 5

YDS.
246
143
75
253
124
53
52
15
10
971
643

FG. PTS
5-8
25
20
68
Mrs’s: FG

PAT
t 0.10
Olisarez
OPP
5-5
Oliver*: FG made 3334.20,36.26
missed IS.40,52

19
68 7

971
133
82
6
73
323 7
t275
215
59
425
52
35 250
14 35 4

Passing
Attempts
Cornolevons
Interceptions
Avg per play
Avg per game
Total offense
Plays
Avg per play
Avg per game
Fumbles lost
Penalties yards
Punts avg

643
303
52
0
62
214 3
849
214
39
283
11 5
29 248
20 42 7

DEFENSIVE LEADERS
TOTAL TACKLES 110 or morei - Kidney 23.
Pauu 21 Alexander 19 Cox 18, Knox 16. Resnick 16
Frascn 13. Sandson 13 Taylor 11. Alcantara 11
TOTAL SACKS - Sandson 3. Brown 3 Kidney
2, Pauu 2. Alexander 2
Wells
FUMBLE RECOVERIES Alcantara 2
2

Pagoda House
Chinese Food
10% Off

"Ay

SJSU Student Special
canionc,e st

lc Cooking
; o’
I -1s \
1s.e.
Tiles son i ;own 9:00",
Closed Niond:i

PUNTING
Diehl
OPP

30 0

120
25
13
201
311

KICK SCORING

RUSHING
K Jackson
Saxon
Perez
Stewart
Liggins
SJSU
OPP

4
1
1
11
15

Saxon
Roberts
Klump
SJSU
OPP

AVG. LONG.
35 4
49
57
42 7

PUNT RETURNS
S Wells
Moore
SJSU
OPP

NO.
8
3
11
6

YDS.
49
8
57
31

AVG. LONG.
19
61
8
27
19
52
14
52

KICK RETURNS
Blackshear

NO.
5

YDS.
123

Great Pizza - Great Savings !
Steve’s Big Apple Pizza
((
FREE DELIVERY
947-8551

AVG. LONG
34
24.6

Do you want 24,000
eager students to see
your classified ad?

Ron McBeath,
1RC director

At last! A pizza delivered to your door
TASTES GREAT! Authentic New York style pizza
made from all fresh ingredients - Hand spun dough, homemade
sauce, and Wisconsin mouarella cheese made from pure whole
milk. All of this and lower prices tool
Delivery Hours:

a pretty. continous game, unlike
other sports that start and stop every
few seconds."
He also en ioy s the team concept
of rugby.
"It is a ery supportive game."
he said. "It’s not a game that relies
on solo efforts."
Practice games will begin on
Oct. 17 against Fresno State.
On Dec. 5, the team will play at
the Stanford Rugby Tournament in
which McReath expects over 60
teams to participate.

4pm-11pm Mon.-Thurs.
4pm-12am Fri. & Sat.

Closed Sundays
Off Any
X -LARGE Pizza

$ 3.00
$ 2.00
1.00

Advertise in the
Spartan Daily

277-3171

Off Any
LARGE Pizza

011 Any
MEDIUM Pizza
155A W. San Fernando St Dovmtown San Jose’...

947-8551

..

Two great ways to cruise through the semester.
The fund on the left is poised on what could lie the mast
essential Rift of y()Iir education.
A Macintosh.’ wmputer
And the fund on the right is gripping pure, simple.
unadulterated fun.
A fionda Scooter. One we’ru giving away.
All you have to a) for a chance k) drive it away is visit
)our campus computer center and fill out an entry fimn. While
ux.fre there, take a Macintosh for a test drive.
Because Macintosh can help you write term papers,
categorize elements of the periodic table, plot the rise and tall
of pork-I)elly prices, compile a mhputer code, and talk to other

computers.
And the first 250 people on campus who get liehind
mouse, so to speak, will twelve a free Apple’ memo hoard.
So hea(.I over to your campus computer center today.
Am, ask about our Student Financing Prognuh.
\X’ho knows? You may som find yourself cruising a little
farther than you expected.

4i,
Test drive a Macintosh. You may ride away on a Honda Scooter.
Take a 5 -minute demonstration
Enter September 21 - October 30

.14)111INDA

SPARTAN

BOOKSTORE
SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR

trimacred mutlent, and !Au
x
titer will ht. awanktl per rurtlt pat inst
rrtain rei,trichi gts apply. %hit WX11i.UTIptl, fnixiter centcr tr mptete prornotx mai details ()ix’ tree nor Ida floe- su so
Apple and the Appk. logo Are registered trademarks ot Apple c.imputer. Irk Maim ish Jir.nkniurk
and number of otniest entrant% Nt t purchase necrY.An cow Apple CA imptiter. Itx

,irt clig11,1, ,,,tr
.Appie .M11,1111,1

x
N

,t
Is .1 11,1

leitiark .111. oda

Local News
Rules
010

I

.% Ith It \ 0111111anCes
prohibiting the painting of puhlic
propeits Pet iple who paint on roads.
sidewalks.
trees 111.1\
10 lento \ the paint
I loin S11111.1.1\ (Moue!’ (huts
day . otittlotti no, ports out,
end at lit p
on Friday and ’,militias. the
outrloot patty dearlline will he ey
tended until
I. to p m when the
party must ’nose indoots and noise
inlist be at a icit.ondhle lesel
No
’open’ patties allowed
()pen parties ale gatherings at which
non united people. olten dormitors
residents and 11011 students. ate in ,tt
the
s’ephon ,
Tend7"
’to ’Yell party poosy will he during
rush
Quiet hours and the degree ot
coffin,’ calletl tot undet the new
rules may be the light meastues to
impiose relations between the trate: nity houses and then neighboring
residenses
The issue is to make the sin
rounding neighbothoot.l. mote
hie to i the liateinities). said Asso
siated Students President Michael I
NIL I entian
"I don’t think the t(’Sl should
make rules 110 One
Rile

L’1,1111,11t’s

Othe.
%%hill. the II.(
is planning to implement to inipitwe
helm \ tor ol their members are: (Nilo!, illg tines
111’ Meet 111,!, ,incl possible
in sport e \ ent otrendame

SJSU greeks
follow rules:
no hazing
als
and
lem

’Moe:
o pal! ot the run
,ilimme to inans tioteinittes
proh
loc.. has not heen

’The issue is to make
the surrounding
neighborhoods
more affable to (the
fraternities).’
Michael

Thursday, September 24, [(AO/Spartan Daily

Say cheese!

Mcl.ennan.
A. S. president

KiltIll eplesseil s111111Ise that
traternit) SO:lions ale still allol1 ed at
Spartan g.tines because ol the light
mg between the lialeinits
Itac ’the
It’s good that t:
.ectionst ant] %%e tletnntel %%ant to
keep thent. he said ’1 ant it mg to
tell Idle 11,1101)11k, 111,11 111L5 ha% e to
ot 1e Yin!
start getting along
10Se the sections
he piohlems are actualls
coming twin one house: and the atl
ministration is looking into not.
Knoll said.
Also imlutlerl
the new rules
is a list ot ’tliscussion themes’ to mi
;nose [elation. %\ Ith the CO111111111111\
bet \\ Cell 11011ses Sitille
these
induile. appointing. pdi’t 111t1111101s
ID’s
and .1,:t as etti \\it
;leek
011111111 al pal Iles. tot ming a commu
nity hoard to incet monthly to ills
\ us. guideline inplimentation.
:ding a point s\ stem to penaliie
houses lot imax eptal,le helms lot .
then allowing them to syttik oll then
points hy helping the l’insetsits Ito
lice IN:pawn:ill tti I,s doing philan
the uniseisits
thitpic act’s Ines

Amelita Manes ()My stall photographer
Channel 4 weatherman
lark I hompson
%
members of Iplia l’hi

()slim’ fraternit, as he gises a
and Delta
lise report in front of the sorority house.

Thompson broadcast trout ti.ltil to help the
sorority publici/e its teeter-totterathon.

Before you choose a long distance
service, take a close look.

-’We ha% c not prose\ wed a
OHS
I
can reineintler. at least sin\
starlet! putting records in the \ orn
puter," saki I.t Shannon \
\
ot the t ’my et soy Police I tepartment
Haiing. accohling to the deb
11111011 11.11Illed itill 10 .111 liaternilies.
taken ol situation isle
IS .:111\
ated vtinsit. rettahiless ot tocatuni,
intent ot consent of tlielattl,..ipants.
1)1’C/tint:es. 0/ Is likel) til
11.11111 oi danger. mental or
pity sit..11
thscontiort.
embarrass Mein halassIllent. I iglu.
oi titlistile. \stitch 01111jVIS all
\ Ii111.11 to ’,arm-pate in any achy ity V,111.:11 is 11111.111111. pet \
11111111C1 IntleCelli. country to the fUles.
pinnies. anti regulations ot the I’msersity . or which Is known by the
orripelling person to be CillIttar)
the 111(111.1\1u:tr., genuine moral or re
heliets
[’rider sectitnis 10X51. 52 :Intl
51 in the ("ahlorma Education Cot.le.
m,i Allowed in fraternities
Riot

Library
how . rialto said
Ho \At’ \
heeittise of the limited bti4et. sonic sets ices will he
\
attei
it
Students vt ho stay
sery the extra limn \kill Ind
ice at the \ Ils tiltilltill anti reteience
ot the
desks \1st,. the iesliels
hooks will not he as quick because
library peisonnel shots hays, heen
tit
all-1.1111111,tlaie
changed
the
amount of serY ice needed .tt certain
hours
Carole Correa. a clerk at the
main loan desk, is not happy about
votrking the extra hour. although
she understands why the hours hay e
been e tended.
"Around campus there’s not
too mans places to study oi that are
open late. she said
think (the exten \led hoursi
are better hit the stlidelits beCallse
Call shilb.
101leef...
the)
Dilarte..1 stiphtilllore said

U C needs
$5.4 billion
for 1988

You may be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&T in order to
save money.
Think again.
Since January 1987, AT&T’s
rates have dropped more than
15% for direct -dialed out-ofstate calls. So they’re lower than
you probably realize. Kir information on specific- rates, you
can call us at 1 800 222-0300.
And AT&T offers clear long
distance connections, operator
assistance, 24 -hour customer
service, and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. Plus, yl)u
can use AT&T to call from
anywhere to anywhere, all over
the United States and to over
250 countries.
You might he surprised at
how good a value AT&T really
is. So before you choose a
long distance company, pick
up the phone.

\ 1 k \I 1,.«) .11’1
Elie
1 in \ ct.it
ahloona
nee,’
1111.:1.11e 11. I0,4S
$5 4 htlhon
,,;
pietodent
t
act:m(1111g
(;ardner
(larthiei. addressing a ’,mil
committee ot unisetsity regents on
Tuesday. said he will seek lust oset
$2 N111011111 Stale binds .1S part in Ills
hUdget propOSal
about Yt percent
higher than the 1.07 XX hudeet
the proposal. whit.h will he
considered hy the hill board of re
gents tin Nos 11). does not imlude
salary imreases tor faculty and staff
that will he presented later this tall.
"Our prIniary obiechse in this
budget is to preset-Ye the prt tgress we
have made. Gardner said atter a
joint meeting ot the committees on
finance and on grounds and buildings.

"11.1111M1111.

AT&T

The right choice.

Extras

Spartan 1 )ail y/Thursday, September 24, 1987

Bloom County

YesterDaily
yestertiay’s news
A brief look at

General News

Gov. George Deukmejian signed a law which
will force the University’ Police Department to notify the processing agent. Vertical Management
Systems. ot dismissed oi tiided patting ticket..
Pres nitisb,. UPI) would simpli, dismiss the
ticket without informing VMS if it ht.:lies ed the appeal v,as Justified. Under the new plan. it is a misdemeanor for an agency that issues citations to fail
to notify. the processing agent.
The lav: will only affect the dismissal process
at the department level. said UPD I .t Shannon
Maloney.. It will not affect the appeals process that
allows those cited to argue in traffic court.

A fire in Klamath National Forest in Redding
was still burning out of control Tuesday. The 194,000 acres of burnt ground accounts for nearly a
third of Californias total fire devasted area.
No containment in the fire is expected until
next week, said spokeswoman Kay McQuaid.
There is concern that dry -weather lightning during
the week may make it more difficult to fight the
fire or may start new fires.
In the Angeles National Forest in Southern
California. 250 youths were evacuated from two
juvenile probation camps on Monday. Hundreds of
firefighters are battling a wind -driven blaze that
has consumed more than 7.(XX) acres.

Most of the Associated Students directors approve of the nomination of Hectoi I i/ardi as a
member of the selection committee to the program hoard concert director. said Scott Valor, program board dilector at the Mondzi ’s meeting.

CLOWN AROUND! Explore the child in
you! Come lo a work -play shop
Seturday. Sept. 26th from 3-5prn
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN CENTER
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your leeth, eyes
and money too For Inform/Mon
end brochure see A.S. office or
cell (408) 371-6811
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE isn’t lime
you got down to the business of
your life purpose? Alternative Co
men..
Assessments.
Since
1970. Carol Willis. M A 734-9110

AUTOMOTIVE
81 ALPHA SPIDER VEl OM 5 sod.
BR. tn
fm cass p w clean 8
cute Sacrifice 54.000. 292-2276
76 DATSUN 710 WAGON Runs well,
relleble. c
$750 bo Cali 2674490
’74 GERMAN OPEL MANTA sport cpe
All original
/UM cond sunrt.
stick, reg gas, $1800
4471

Call 733-

OS PLY BEL EVEDERE 4 dr ex mechanical condition S250. 987.501 749-9324
72 SUPER BEETLE. automatic stick
shill. excellent cond, $1500 bo.
call 292 2929

COMPUTERS
PC -COMP

Computer
Accesories.
404 S 3rd St , .2. (408) 295-1606
One block from campus Network
S995 IBM AT compatible S1.095
XT $525 Printer PI0801 S179
Hard disk. modern mouse
et

off for students with I 0
Com.
outer & Accessories 404 S THIRD
ST . San Jo. (408) 295.1506

FOR SALE
THE BREAD .5 ROSES BOOKSHOP
has been a SAN JOSE institution
for 15 years College -level students of history. politic& science.
Black, Asian and Chicano stud
Ns. social work. women’s studies, labor history. end mar...
socialism should come in and
browse We also have. In English
translation. Soviet terstbooks in
the social sciences We carry
both new and used books in the
above fields as well es fiction. po
elry. children s. mysteries. nnd
much more Posters. records 8
periodicals
con Gallery
third world.
BREAD
950 S

and the Juan Cha.
featuring political,
and women s art

ROSES BOOKSHOP -rIrst St . San Jo.. 294

2930.43 blocks south of

toeo)

HELP WANTED
ACTIVISTS,. MAKE SSS’ Make a differ
ence. register DEMOCRATS to
vote Full nine pan time Coll 243-

ADVERTISING

REPRESENTATIVE,

Sell display ad space for weekly
community paper in Evergreen
area of San Jose PT 30 hrs per
week Selary. cornmIssion. mileage Prefer individual with ad.,
tieing journalism

background

13

sales ...Hence Send tesume lo
Villager. 5000 Cribarl I nne, S J
95135
ATTENTION ADVERTISING MAJORS
Sal. opportunity with weekiy
newspaper/I PT FT flexible hours
Responsible for developing and
existing nc
servicing new
counts Smell Cupertino office.
friendly atmosphere Salary plus
Contact F....
commission
Miller (408)255-7500
BACK

TO

SCH001
Back lo Work ,,,,,, ,,,,,,

WANTED’, HOUSECLEANING
every other week 3 hours $20
Call Gall. 287-0435

marketing for No Cain hugest
Flexible hour., for
newspaper
flexible people. ell shifts Call
todey 370-9098m
S ANK TF1.1 FRO 3 or 4 weeks training
Day II evening
JOb
Call (408) 978-5900
classes
Teller Training institute
Ci FARANCF
MACY’s
CENTER Pert limo. @poly In per
10.5
son Mon -Frl , 11.8 PM .
PM.. Sun. 12.5 PM 5180 Stevens
Creek Blvd ,S J FOE. M F

CASHIERS

CLERK PART TIME MATH oppiltude
10 key blind Feat worker Will
treln Call 295-5002
COUNSELOR GROUP HOME for autistic children Greet exper for PSY
CH./SPEC FD students Varied
1.6.5,001 9-5 PM., 377.5412
SYSTEMS IN MT VIEW Is
partihne Analyst
lOoldng for
proficient In PC modeling with
blue or symphony Pmployment
/1911... required SI hr Con

DAIIIY

111411 Oren el (415)9608721
EMMA RESTAURANT le liking bus.
din.
114. and welter. for lunch
Mc Greet etude. lob Call 2901st St

LARGE

ROOM TO RENT in house
w family Non-smokier, no pets. In
Fremont arta
18 miles from

HIRING’ Government job. - your area
515.000-568.000 Call (602) 838.
8885. ext 4250
IMMEDIATE

EMPLOYMENT

common interest groups
lor singles. Call 993-3711
PROFESSIONAL

.247

TIME’ Telemarketing eves
SatGood phone manner rw
qulred Contact Tirn at 446-4111

ROOMS 4 RENT 3 studios, Ig Victorian. shr kitchen, Othnn
10 1. 2
$275, 1
$225, VISO
dep S. Mr LI at 155 S. 12th SI.

NEED CASH? EARN S5 hr plus bonuses contacting ALUMNI seeking their support fru SJSU Work
evenings

and or Sundays Call
777-9206, ask for Mitch Trsining
peld at minimum wage

provides

NO -RUN

PANTY HOSE DISTRIBUTORS needed. No Inventory nec

OFFICE

ASSISTANT general office
duties. flexible hours Evenings
and weekends Cali Mrs Richards
at 435-1344

OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY now hlr
Mg. all positions Parl-time. Hex
hrs. positive work environmeM
Join a winning I.m. Apply In per.
son 2-4 pm M-F OLD SPAGHETTI
FACTORY, 51N San Pedro St
PART AND Rill TIME RETAIL HELP’
Wiwi& firm now has Immediate
openings’ Starting pny rate Is
$10’ No experience is needed because of our Intensive on the job
training program Good math end
reading skills are
plus Some
evening and weekend positions
are avalleble and some flesibillty
Is ellowed during final exerns in
addition, II you qualify. cotporafe
scholarships are awarded, intern
ships are possible, and you may
earn 2.3,4 credits per quarter or
semester Owing your winter,
spring end especially summer
breaks. MI time work is avalleble
Call today for information and en
interview, or .11 Monday through
Today between it) and 3PM. (408)
922.0666 if the line is busy,
pierise be patient and try again
An equal opportunity company
PASTE UP HEIP WANTED. Be part of
the team that puts together Call.
fornia s best cottage newspaper
Greet rob for student who lives on
or near camp. Experience pre.
ferred. bul not necesury Apply
in person at the Spartan Daily.
01314 706 or cell 277-3752 otter 3
P
RICYCI F MECHANIC Day
time wknd svallsbillly SANTA TF
RE SA BIKES. Call 226-6080

NINTH 280

1 br I be, $4115 mo
$250 deposit OR street parking
Cait 224.3939 Agent 286-5840

STATIONERS. call Donna el 193.
7500
SECURITY

OrrICERS

PROCESS

SERVERS FT PT S O’S-all shifts
rr PT evening process servers
We will train Apply In person M -F
9AM-4PM. 280 Medd!. Ave

S J ,

2865860
SECURITY RECEPTION all shifts tt pt
SS. hr to start Full benefits, no
esperlenc needed Apply VANGUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
between Olcott

San To.

num Santa Clem Call 727.9793
GO has p
openings
clerical work, technic. support 8
programming Some elm w
PC dwilrable Tmining provided
profit sher
Salary $4 50 SIO

SOFTWARE

ing

FlexIbW hours
2 blocks
south of SJSU campus Call Cay
el 377.5128 to arrange an Inter.
view
THE INFORMATION CENTER is now
sccopling appliceflons from students who have work study if in
forested inquire al the Student
Union Dlr.., Office
TOP 40 BAND FORMING" Need MUSICIANS, Cell Inn al 277-0810 or
Merle et 27741436
VARIAN IMAGE TURF DIVISION hae a
F T opening tor receiving clerk
yr material hendlIng experlenc
required Must have a valid drfv
er’s ikon. end be able lo Rh 60
lbe Call 14 5)493 1000 .445
VARIAN

IMAOE

TUBE

DIV

has

TT PT opening on weekend shill
tor an automated equipment op.
Nor Requires 1.3 yrs F M Baum.
bly ...Hence a wiloRlienf ,0
science. corn.. knowledge.
U S chin.
Call 415-493.1000
445
ACCOUNT

EXECUTIVESIIIIIIIIII

Telemarketing Baleen Welkin,
dlatance to SMIU Choose yOW

Box 9. San Jose, Ca
211,

95013 or
Monday

11.181ATS

Bill Lukas

114(21881.6.

AvsOUT ydt

F.14.9119ffftlIkt

GONSTRUCTO)6 "

of plans to choose from all reasonably priced
BY APPOINTMENT (408)259-5941

TRAVEL

PERSONALS
ELECTROL YSIS CLINIC,. Unwanted
hair removed lo ,,,,,

AIRLINE COUPONS WANTED United
Bonus Travel tickets, Western
extra tickets or others Will pay up

II& 335 S Baywood Ave , San
Jose, call 247-74416 tor spook*
inent
FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
man Want to eminblish Misting
reistionshIpi Plea. call Brian at

lo $350 awn (cash) Call (916)
731-0736 or (SOO) 6461661.

TYPING

Temple of Insanity

*AAA- ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT.
ACCOUNTABILITY.
ACKNOWL

For info call HILL EL at 294-8311

I’d like lo meet witty. vivacious. al.
truistic women lin an ...Ion ally charming busy 27 yr. old
engr
gr. student, multilingual
wfdely traveled I’m genuinely
good
hearted,
quite
decent
looking le bright (3 maws) I
emoy risque conver . books, Mod.
ighani, foreign films
cusine
(lousy
latIn
music
(spicy).
dancer) I admire those w strong
desire
to
learn create contrib.
show h.gh deg of sensitivity &
ewer puss Girlfriend of 4 yrs & I
separated I’m sterling to feel INte
You’re en.
meeting someone
pressive, Ind. hind erudite (unless wealthy, exquiste II horny)
Attempt al frlendshipTT P 0.15
160103. Cupertino. Ca 950113
P01 ISH COLLEGE STUDENT. 21. desires U S correspondent I srn
studying to be grammar school
teacher I am interested In poetry,
all kinds of music. & languages
Please write lo Miss Ann. M Koineczna. AI Krasinsiriego 11 c 21.
3-111 Krakow. Poland

LUTHERAN

10 45

CATHOLIC 6 30 pm and 3 00
pm Plea. call CAMPUS MINISTRY at 298-0204 for worehip,
counseling. programs and study
Rev
Natalie
opportunities
Shires, Father Bob Leger, Sister
Judy Ryon. Rev Norb

SERVICES

1,9c

Ow

TH1 &ACK Room rRy,Nr,
TO RECoVER FR014
,

SI 50 per page double &paced
Avallble seven days weekly
Ouick turnaround Il *or* gutir

E MHARMS-,MENT

Alan J. Hall

ante. Theinks

,ok

Z.( Z.k,

0
0

AT

MOAN

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time, Ex-

CAMOLLe?

WHY Do L FEEL
oL Ft K otvuLC 1E0.41e . 46L L 1?5_

w[DIANG .

\

sow

Student discount

Only 12

’* ’’AtiNalfrjr

minutes emey Cali now to reserve
time before the rush, (406) 94E1.62 Pam.- Words artd More
ABSTRACT WE’RE

NOT! Academic

word woce.ing our speedity
Guaranteed letter quality accu,
racy Free disk storage proofing

Classified

Reasonable rtes We’re hist.depondeblogrommwoopenenced
college grads. so call us with pe-

row...rot:tons. sum. (..a

SCI-

Available
seven
3135-1012

ENCE) etc et 2510449
ACADEMIC

AND

PROFESSIONAL

CALL LINDA TODAY’ Avoid the rush’
Reserve now for your term pa-

word processing Years of &wedenc. serving SJSU faculty and
students HP lawn. output AN
wort. guarsideed Minutes from

pers, group protects, theses, etc
Prolessi.al word pr.essing,
fru disk storage Oulch return, ell
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Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega an nounced Tuesday that his government would start
to partial truce with U.S.-backed Contra rebels. Ortega said he will also withdraw troops to designated areas. which would be the first step toward a
total cease-fire.
To achieve "an effective cease-fire" said
presidential spokesman Manuel Espinoza. Ortega
had decided to postpone offensive military operations in part of the country and concentrate tniops
in designated areas.

The l’IllS.eisit Studio Theatre received a I1CW
lighting ss. stem over the summer. The new ss stem
expands die lighting capabilities of the theatre.. The
work was stai ted last year.
The Ile.V. ...stein replaces the original system
which was installed in 195.3.
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diRly in art
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Barrett said .
The pool is scheduled for plastering on
Oct. 15 after which 7tX) to 8(X) gallons of
water will fill the swimming pool. The process will take about two days, said Roy Samples. superintendent of the Aquatic Center.
After the pool is filled, testing and adiustments of the systems will occur. This is
why Barrett has not given a definite date
when the facility will be open for student and
taculty use.
Opening of the swimming pool will depend on the state the pool is in and what time

Zschau
From page /
peak Saturday from 9 to 10 a.m.
SJSU alumni Steve Lewis, Pacific Publishing Company president and Tim McGuire, president of Coast R.V., Inc. will
speak after Zschau.
Afternoon elective course topics will
cover finance. marketing, planning and entrepreneurs.
"’The seminar should appeal to any student who has an interest in starting his own
firm," Dean said. Personal interest can
focus anywhere from "nevvspapers to travel
agencies.
Nicole Shapiro, owner of her own busiiic, consulting finn, will conclude the days
e eras with discussion on negotiation strategies for entrepreneurs and getting what you
want.
"Insight on Entrepreneurial Success"

of the semester it will be completed.
If the pool opens ill October. there will
be limited hours in which students can use
the Aquatic Center. Barrett said. But if preparation for opening of the pool is not completed until later in the fall semester. the
swimming pool may not be opened until the
spring semester.
On Tuesday, Barbara Pluta, design and
construction manager, met with a landscape
architect and an agreement was reached on a
landscape design.
The next step will be to conven the design into a drawing which will take approximately a week and a half to complete, Pluta
said. After the drawing is completed bids
will be taken by construction companies who

are interested in doing the landscape for the
pool.
Pluta was unable to give a specific date
as to when landscaping of the Aquatic Center
will begin although she said, "We hope to
get it done in October.’
The swimming pool was expected to
open at the end ot August, but because of
difficulties in delivery of construction
materials and problems at the beginning of
the project with excavation. completion of
the Aquatic Center is not being set until
some time in October.
Samples is optimistic that the center
will be completed the week of (kt. 15.
"Basically we’re doing the finishing
touches.’ he said

is the result of Dean’s entrepreneurial business course presented this summer. Students
apply in -class instruction to outside experience by becoming their own entrepreneurs.
Half of the course grade will be determined
by the success of Saturday’s forum.
Mark Mitchelltree, progranuning committee member. is an MBA student and one
of eight students organi/ing the venture. He
sees the project as good experience.
"You think i business projects) will be a
lot more successful than (they are)." he said.
"We didn’t even think we’d have to advertise...
The students planned on 300 registrants. "Were not even halfway there...
Mitchelltree said.
However, half of the total are expected
to sign up on Saturday. He said it’s tough to
gauge the outcome of the seminar’s success.
"especially w ith entrepreneurs. They’re
fickle; not alw ay s organized...
Workshop participants are funding the

entire project without university assistants.
Profits will be split between the School of
Business and the MBA association of business
student club.
"If we break even. the project will be a
success... Mitchelltree said. "Nine out of 10
new ventures fail within the first two years."
The students first conducted a marketing survey to find possible consumers and
potential problems and decided on their key
product. They then assenibled an advisory
board of directors that included business
community members.
Finally. speakers
including faculty
members and business personnel
were
chosen.
The seminar will be held in the Student
Union from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Student
;ind SJSU alumni fee is $75: general public,
$95. Beginning today, a late registration fee
of $15 will be added. Workshop material,
and a wine and cheese reception are included
in the registration fee.

Oil from wreck
moves toward land

Amelita Manes
I ;.
I len I. a senior business
;ii, iit major. and Jose Cafteni

Daily staff photographer

a junior marketing major. study in the
"Giant II"’ near the Business Tower.
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SANTA BARBARA (AP)
Ocean swells carried a
burgeoning oil slick closer to shore Wednesday. two days
after an ore -laden freighter sank 10 miles offshore. authorities said.
Bubbling bunker fuel from the sunken ship moved
nearly two miles toward the shoreline in 24 hours.
The crescent -shaped slick, measuring 71/2 miles long
and 31/2 miles wide, had moved about two miles closer to
shore during the night and was pinpointed at mid -day
Wednesday about
miles off Point Conception, Amato
said.
The sunken hulk of the 564 -foot Liberian freighter Pac
Baroness, w Inch sank 10 hours after colliding in fog with
another freighter Monday morning, was oozing fuel off of
Point Conception at a depth of 1,740 feet.
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Entertainer
AnsiEntertainment ,S’applement to the Spartan Daily
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at vintage car show
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Entertaining Thoughts
If you had an unlimited
budget, what kind of show
And the winner is . . .
In its first two years Hill
verybody fantasizes.
would you put on television?
Street was one of the lowestFinance majors dream of
"I
slum/. %%lib
chicks. guns and firetruLks I
would make a comedy show
because its the only kind of
shovv that makes money...
John Marcel.
junior.
Art

"It I did watch TV. I
would make a TV program of
music specials. The only
dialogue I would use v.ould he
music. Ken Deciman.
senior,
Music
I oold eleate a ses
show. Yeah. lot, ot a. It
would he kind ot like a gaine
show. hut I would also .%

corporate status. Theatre
majors practice an Oscar
acceptance speeches. Biology
majors want to find the secret
of DNA. It’s fun to imagine
the moment when you have
finally reached the pinnacle in
your professional life.
Michael Kozoll, an old
family friend, was recognized
at the last Sunday’s Annual
Emmy Award show for cocreating "Hill Street Blues," o
one of the most critically
acclaimed programs in
television history.
When "Hill Street
Blues" was in its
developmental stages, nobody
wasthinking about Emmys or
the impact itwoud have in
changing the shape of modern
television. Kozoll said he and
his cohorts were just trying to
get it on the air.

rated shows running. NBC
ignored the Neilsen ratings and
continued to air the program.
hoping to attract people
interested in quality television.
"Hill Street Blues paved the
way fOr other intelligent shows
like "St. Elsewhere" and
"L.A. Law".
"It’s always nice to he
recognized. but what’s
important is the work." he
said.
notion that personal
The
satisfaction is more
important than
recognition is an ethic that
extends to every profession,
and every major.
For example. many
students go through college
never being ack11()%1 ledge(’ for
their hard l% oils, hut that
shouldn’t lessen the meaning
of a diploma.

Deborah J. Kaplan
By the same token. those
who do receive recognition for
their work shouldn’t let it go to
their heads.
Kozoll is a good example
of a professional who has
acheived a success that inost
people in television strive for.
yet manages to maintain his
convictions.
In a world where
materialism and the quest for
the mighty buck takes
precedence, it’s reassuring to
knovv there are still people who
put quality over quantity.
Deborah Kaplan is the
Entertainer Editor.
Although she has never been
nominated fOr any award,
she has not let it gone to her
head.

it to enlighten peOple
i.i
ild

the contestants
nips and MOM!)
Jill Segal,
junior.
ertising
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Entertainer
The Entertainer supplemeni is an arts entertainment
guide that appears caill Thursday in the Spartan Dail .
Entertainer Editor
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Photo Editor
Michael Burke
Special Sections Manager
Cheryl Chaffin
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Brad Mangin
Cover Photos
Sue Bowling (left)
A vintage Oldsmobile cruises down Beach Street.
Amelita Manes (right)
Prathibha Prahlad brings a bit of the Far East to SJSU.
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Far East dancer gives a glimpse of Indian culture
By Karen M. Derenzi
Daily staff writer
Bringing style and grace to
the SJSU stage, world-renowned
Indian dancer Prathibha Prahlad
performed t’or nearly 30 people
Sunday in Spartan Complex.
She was introduced by
Theatre Arts Professor James Lull
who explained her type of dancing. known as Bharantamityam.
"There are many different
styles." Lull said. "One of the
most famous is Bharantanatyam."
Prahlad. 24, who has been dancing since she was five. perfumed
four dances. each time taking a
few moinents to explain what the
piece was about. First came a
dance asking the gods to let her
give a good performance.
"Fitch piece of the dance is
perfectl coordinated throughout
the body
Prahlad said. "(I use>
the eyebrows, the eyes, the neck.
the waist and the feet. I normalfx
smile when I dance. hut some -

times I frown."
Prahla(Fs second dance as
the Barnum, traditionally the
longest and most difficult part of
the program. The piece she chose
to perform was about a woman
who was trying to determine the
intent of her lover. She finally discovers that he has married another
woman, and leaves distressed.
Prahlad explained the hand
movements before the dance,
v, hich helped the audience understand what she was doing.
"There are 28 single -hand
movements and 24 double-hand
nioxements.’’
Prahlad
said.
"I’.ach has eight to 10 meanings...
Prahlad inade her formal
debut in 1977 at the age of 14.
Since then she iias
en well over
200 performances all over India.
Prahlad also holds a post
graduate degree in mass communications and has received training
in journalism and other media
from Bangalore llniversity.

Amelita Manes Daily staff

Prat hi hha Prahlad. a
-

TAKE TWO

0

MiChael Burke Daily

By Deborah J. Kaplan
Daily staff writer
Laughter is the best medicine
and the audience at Topper’s
nightclub was feeling no pain Saturday night. The three featured
cut -ups left the crowd in stitches.
The headliner Bob Rubin is a
wild-eyed hear of a man whose
stage persona is similar to Jim
Ignatowski, the drugged. out -oftouch cabbie in the television
show "Taxi." His delivery has
that same zombie-like voice.
"Did you ever shake a cow
so hard the milk inside her turns to
Then Andy Griffith
chcese?
comes out of the bushes with a
box of crackers and you talk about
()Id Andy Griffith shows?" Rubin
said.
The West Virginia native
started his career four and a half
years ago in the Bay Area, specifically in San Francisco. He is a
graduate from the Univeristy of
Arizona and he majored in radiotv-film.
His material is also off heat,
hut the primarily San Jose audience loved it. Rubin. who has
toured all over the country. said
the smaller towns were more receptive to his material.

orld-renim ned Indian dancer, puts on makeup

11111/400
.,
,

staff photographer

"The crowds in places like
Missoula, Mont. and Burlington.
Vt. loved it. It was the larger cit
ies that were more difficult. You
wouldn’t expect that... he said.
Rubin will be back at Toppers in late November. Try to
catch his show.

a68.95
In One Hour

The other comics. Santa Cru
zian Jeff Guiliano and Ron Brown
from Oregon. were both Mum, .
but Rubin was clearly the best.
Guiliano had a funny line
about chapenming his nephew’s
16th birthday party.
"So. this blond gorgeous dudette saunters up to me and says,
’Hi. I’m Candy.’ I’m diabetic!,"
Guiliano said.
The featured act was Ron
Brown. a tall athletic looking man
who relied on physical humor. He
did a great impression of a slow
motion replay of a running back
scoring a touchdown.
Topper’s is located at 440()
Stevens Creek Blvd. in San Jose.
It is also the nicest comedy club in
the area. les clean, and the atmosphere is relaxed. The clientele is
a good mix of the 21-40 age
range. Identification. is required.
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Prints of the City: Book Reviews

Mother, son face
realities of death
By Karen M. Derenti
Dady stall writer
When a child dies suddenly . ei ei one gi le% es Friends and
remember the short lite. ’Vet hen .1 child dies oxer a period of
time. it is not just the friends and retail% es who remeniber
it is also
the child.
This is the setting for Jonathan Nasavi ’s nei.% hook. "West of the
Moon.- I I rankliii Watts. ’Slri rtii which tells the story of the final
months ot the lite ot
C -eat
Da1111,\
alld his struggle with
the realities ot dezith Throughout the ski? . N.’s:1w brings to light the
tough inner strength inside the small hody stricken with cancer.
Damo is helped through his final months h his mother. Anne
Dawson fo
kk
Danny. she goes up her lob. her home. t:\
Eli
1111,Ws
Is a 111(allet’s
hich
life.
keeps her going through the hardest parts of the disease
he book is set ID Sall Francisco and the redxxoods
Northern
California. Familiar sites come to life as Nasaw describes Golden Ciate
Park. the Golden Gate Bridge and the rolling hillsides coxered with
houses.
Danny first encounters these sites with Toni Straw. owner of Casa
de Vida. a Victorian -house -turned -hallway -house at which the boy and
his mother stay. The Casa is full of cancer victims patiently awaiting
their final day
Yet a feeling ot death does not pervade the t’asa Yes. people die.
but it is seen by the residents as a simple departure twin the pain of disclessl% forgotten
ease. A person is fondly remembered. ii,t
impending death as he.
Danny uses this philosophy %kith Ills
to
lea
e
the Bay Area and head for
forced
his mother and Toni Straw are
the Krebs Hospice in Bigfoot County due to his fathers threat of legal
a hospital tor treatment.
action it’ the boy is not admitted
tor both Danny and his
The change of scenery phi \ es
mother. He improx es remark:0,F, before his final decline Anne finds a
friend and lovei in ’rum Strav. as the two escape twin the inevitability
of the death of the boy they have both grown to love so much.
I)r. Krebs teaches Danny mental imagery. a way of escaping from
his disease. The bo% ’s special, secret place becomes "a ridge east of the
sun and west of the moon."
seeond book ihis first was "Eas) Walking"). His
sty lc is hunioiotis. yet sensitive. ni.ik mg the reader feel and see what he
telt and saw when he penned the w ork He pet. into the fear and frustration that a death causes both to the dNing and hi, slit \
One final hint for "West of the Moon’ : get OM the Kleenex for the
ending.

Strange rituals probed
By Dave Lanson
Daily staff writer
Somewhere there must he
somebody. who wonders why
Americans partake in rather
odd rituals. For example: Why
do people put candles on birth
raise their middle
day cakes.
siginix a certain exfingers
pression ’
This may. sound more like
the beginning of an Andy Roo TIC \ column, but in fact author
Tad ’julep has compiled the
zins el s to these earth shattering questions
’ ’Curious Cus
loins. The Stories Behind 296
Popular American Rituals"
(Harmon% Books. 58.95).
lila sorts American
customs into such general cat
egories as etiquette. gestures,
superstitions. toot’. entertainment. holiday and mating rituals.
The mating customs .0% ered range from the origin ot
kissing (who cares?) to v. hy the
groom carries the bride ;loos.
the thresfokl In general the
history ol these rituals and ac
tions is interesting. hut some.
like kissing. are unnei.essailly
addiessed. The chaise’ ekCI1
explains the deelopment tit
the missionary position
chapter coering
The
fashion explains why men wear
ties. It seems the custom derived from a French style
adopted in the 17th century
from Croatia. and have now
evolved in the western world

oar- Why do we blow out
candies on birthday cakes
use striped poles to symbolize
barber.
throw rice
weddings’, ft, Where did th.tooth fairy. April Foo:s’ I
and Jack-Olariterns
..orne (num? Wouldn’t yoil
to know why we crt Mit
heart-411 and thuntb..ttr
Air’ Find out in ..

Curious
Customs
The Stories licitind 21)6
Popular .merican Rituals

demonstrating
into a Wi0
that a mail is sill Inc tor success and is illing to iiijorrn
to rigid standards of dress.
For some reason, the writing of graffiti is included in the
entertainment chapter.
Although one glance at the walls
of any public restroom reveals
that it is a popular way to pass
the time. it hardly seems appropriate to deem it "entertainment
Tuleja v.rites that the
practice originated more than
2,()00 years ago, and when the
walls of ancient Pompeii were
excavated. "such scribbler’s
many
art as...’I have
girls and a form of the tradi-

--for a good time. call
s name i was found.
under entertainment.
I ll IC la explains that communal
ing of a marijuana joint is
hied to the American Indian,.
of passing a pyacepipe.
The act of "
ill raking too long to pziss the
limn. is named after Humphrey
Bogart.
"xx hose lone 01
image was enhanced b.x his tie
,Itient attribute. the personal
igarette." fuleja riics
C’utious Customs" is
in passing nine
[Total tai.t. to
bore the lite out of farm]) and
friends in future con% ersations.
on
background
Some
unique Americanisms can he
enlightening. But $8.95 for a
novelty book is a little steep.
At least this book can he used
,allISCIsail1111S,
as FOCIVIlit’
arguments or just to relic.% e etrerne boredom.
Incidently. the use ot
birthday candles were used to
protect the cake trom being
stolen. The practice e% ent
became widespread becuaauislYe
candles are often used in
church serv ices and other solemn eVellts.
And giving the finger was
first used 2.00 years ago by ancient Romans to express pretty
much the same comment as
today. The middle tinger was
used as a phallic sx inbol because it its t’le longest digit.

’Bloom County’ saga continues

Largest Selection of
contemporary sofa -beds.
Affordable, yet elegant
M -F 10-8 Sat 10-6 Sun 12-5
916 S. Bascom Ave., SJ
3 blocks south ot tiWY 280
(408)
777,4-

Easily converts from
a couch to a bed.
...... foie

Nee

293-3355

By Karen 1. Derenzi
Daily sten writer
the Bloom County
Opus. Hinkley and the rest
gang are back in Berke Breathed’s latest book,
"Billy and the Boingers Bootleg- (Little. Brown
and Co . 57.95). The book is currently on sale in the
humor section of the Spartan Bookstore.
In this latest saga, Breathed relates the future
trials and tribulations of his characters. Each one
runs int() problems related to current events.
()pus is pressured to get married. in part due to
his age. He has to face the quirks he and his fiancee
discover in each other. He has to meet his future inlaws and put up with the scrutiny and criticisms typical of parents trying to protect their daughter.
()pus. a penguin, is also trying to find a job
which will support hi% fiancee. On the Bloom County
Picayune, he is shifted from photographer to staff
cartoonist, but still can’t seem to make it in the newspaper business.
Hinkley, one of the only children in the comic.
is trying to combat his anxiety closet, which is made
more complicated when he meets up with his future
self. He still confronts his sleeping father with hi/arre questions and facts.
Steve Dallas. lawyer and part-time photographer. nins into Sean Penn. literally. as Breathed
plays up the actor’s incidents with members of the
press. Dallas ends up in the hospital and later attempts to find someone. anyone. to sue.
Following his recovery. Dallas decides to quit
his job as a lawyer and start a rock band. Through
Dallas. Breathed points out some of the problems

and some of the fun points related to the record business. I.ike any typical band leader. he holds tryouts,
writes songs and books tours.
Dallas band tums out to be very atypical. Its
members are Opus on the tuba. Hodge-Podge the
rabbit on drums and "Wild" Bill Catt on lead
tongue. Only Breathed would come up with such an
instrument as the electric tongue.
The hand’s original name is Deathtongue, but
Dallas is forced to change it to Billy and the Boingers
due to pressure from the media. The band members
have just one question for him: "What is a boinger?"
The cartoon book includes a record of two of
Billy and the Boingers latest hits. "I’m a Boinger"
written by Dallas and "II Stink but I lam You" by
Bill Catt. The words are included in the book.
The cartoons in the book contain the same sarcastic humor that he is known for. He is not afraid to
confront social and national issues, nor is he shy
about making fun of personalities.
In one set, he picks on the royal family and features Prince Charles. Princess Diana and little Prince
William. For those who wonder about the reactions
of those in England. Breathed also runs an apology
after criticisms from concerned readers.
Breathed has also published a calendar for 198K
called "Mom Quest: ()pus Goes Hoine.’ The Spartan Bookstore carries the calendar.
As usual. Berke Breathed is humorous yet
somewhat controversial. His cartoons make the
reader laugh and think all at the same time. If you
like Bloom County, you’ll love Billy and the Boingers.
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Cleft Notes: Music Reviews

UB40 goes behind the Iron Curtain
Itv Brent Aisnworth
. You’ve got to wonder what
the master of ceremonies said
when he took the stage just prior
to the Soviet Union’s first reggae
concert.
tovares"7.dravsvuitse.
chi ...el% hello comrades. and welcome to Day On The Red."
Certainly. General Secretary
Gorbachev wouldn’t stand for
anything vaguely resenibling one
of our riotous Days on the Green
at the Oakland Coliseum. However. U1140 might have been Moscow ’s most anticipated visitor
since Hitler’s imminent invasion
(which never did happen).
UR40, Britain’s best known
reggae band, played 12 dates on
their Soviet tour from Oct. 4

through Oct. 20 of last year, beating Billy Joel by months. The resulting album. "CCCP-Live in
Moscow," smuggles home a
wonderful first-hand taste of glasnost.
Joel seems to be raking in
much of the credit for breaking
through the Iron curtain with
Western pop music. But U1140.
probably best known for it’s remakes of "I Got You Rabe" and
"Red, Red Wine." was actually
the first bourgeois rock emsemble
to tour the USSR.
The album features 13 songs
picked from various recordings.
including renditions of old favorites like "Keep on Moving."
"Cherry Oh Baby" and "If It
Happens Again... Flut the music is
only one of the reasons to lend an

blame me for wanting for . . . the
facts are too hard to ignore . . . I
In his playful introduction of only want what’s best for me."
"I Got You Rabe." lead guitarist Also. from "Our Own Song," a
and group spokesman Robin tune describing the relentless
Campbell said: "Here’s one origi- plight of South African blacks.
nally done by Sonny and Cher- comes this spirited phrase: "We
ski . . I Got You Rabe-ovich." will fight for the right to be
Probably two of the best and most free . . . we will build our own
appropriate songs are "Don’t society . . . we will sing. we will
Blame Me" and "Our Own sing our own song."
Song," two cuts from the "Rat"
The only lame effort is
album. Surely it was the intent
and hope of songwriter and lead "Johnny Too Bad," which may
worst song UFI40 has ever
the
be
vocalist Ali Campbell to have the
young Soviets. most of whom recorded. This is the only. tangible
have taken the required seven and alid support for the tradiyears of English, comprehend his tional "reggae is too monotonous" argument. Other than that
socially critical lyrics.
waste of four minutes.
From "Don’t Blame Me" "CCCP-Live in Moscow"
gem.
comes this evidence: ’Don’t

ear to this recent compilation.

Windham Hill releases off-tempo album
with new-age music in Tuck Fair Play’
Ity Russ Haggerty
"Puck Fair Play." by Brian Dunning and
Tommy Hayes is a new release from the Windham Hill label. The record company used to be
known for its excellent recordings of solo guitar artists and was once thought to be a folk.
label.
Now sporting a selection of electric. multiple and synthesi/ei instruments. Windham
Hill has grow
di% ei sity and depth.
is not typical of the genre
"Fair Play
’new wave’ vi Inch is what one might expect
nom looking at the album coet. The bold
graphics and sparse intormation are more in
nei. ’,42C 1111.1s1,
line itli the low alpha

than V ith the jazz-ish selection of tunes on the
record.
The initial impression one gets from a single playing of "Fair Play" is of semi -rustic.
celibratory tunes. taken from the festivals of
peasant -folk.
Dunning mixes his flute work with the
guitar skills of Michael 0’ f)omlinai II to generate a Jethro Tull -like sound reminiseent of the
"Songs From the Vv’oods" and "Minstrel in
the Gallery albums by Tull.
The only stumble in the whole affair is
hat might he an error in recording levels for
Haws’ hodhran - a type or Indian drum lappld>1112. His rapid and iikessant

ping on the drum increases quickly from an annoying distraction level to a maddening husy.
and out-of-place turn-off.
Like Peter Gabriel. the off-tempo thrum
and pounding reverberates with an excellent.
compulsive rhythm, and odd -ball bits (il
obscure. obfuscating an.thmia.
Dunning’s songwriting seemingl tailed
totake into account the annoying quality ot
Hayes’ instrument of choice. the bodliran. In
Indian temple music that thing might have
sounded right at home.
But not here. If Windham Hill were
smart. the. ’d re-release this
es
folks voiuld
it

USE

YOUR

EARS.

Pub bands lack appeal

Ken Johnston

Daily start photographer

Esoteric’s singer John Loken sings on the Pub’s steps

By Lorraine Grant
The Spartan Pub is an on iiiipus drinking hole where people
can rela lia e tevi beers. social iie with their friends and emoy
both lie and itikeho musk..
No local hands. the Fsoterics and Looker There
ed
their ’music’ to a tull house Thurday evening. and made it impossible to do any thing hut I isten to them.
The ..soterie’s eilordination ot their band’s instruments was
terrible. The hass. guitar and keyboard notes had nil ryhthm. and
the winds. which one couldn’t understand. did not go along with
the heat.
When it comes to dancing. the two bands’ stage appearance
wasn’t any better. The Esoteric’s stage appearance was reminiscent of a punk concert.
The way they moved on stage looked like they were going to
tall flat on their faces. The hand members threw their arms and
kicked their feet in the air as if they. were criwy. The only thing
they didn’t do was throw themselves off the stage for some one to
catch them.
Of course there was at least one person who disagreed with
me. "I thought they were hot. They reminded tTIC of the Pretend
ers." said Ken (’otarilo. iin SPA’ student.
The hand Looker There writes and performs their owi
music, although they. don’t make much money.. They group akel
ages about $50 per performance for play ing original music.
"We know that one day WC.11 he big stars :ind vve’ll make
more money than we’ll know what to do Nii11. Said band member Barbara Murchison. 24.
The other band members were: Paige Weber. 23. Rob
2-1: and Larry Guests. 23, who has been playing in hands
since high school.
The hand Looker There was started a year and a halt a,;,,
They first played as band in July 1987 at Starry Plough. a cluh in
Berkeley . Their performance at the Pub was their first South Bay
performance.

Yes now ,s ine 1,11e tu slat’
exercising those neglecleo
tympanic membranes Let your
auditory nerves twitch every
weekday with the Rhythm Wave
Earmark the weekends for jazz on
the Creative Source Be an
earwitness to Spartan SpOrtS and
get an earful of fascinating Affairs
Stay within earshot of 90 7fm and
your Incus and malleus will never
feel the same,

Rige X
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Reel Life: Movie Reviews

Good golly, a new movie with Miss Molly
Ity Dave Lanson
Daity stall writer
In "The Pick-llp Artist,"
Molly
Ringwald
successfully
passes the first test to see if she
can break free of the teen-age
roles she was been identified with
for so long.
After enjoying success in the
John Hughes hit teen comedies
Sixteen
Candles.’ and "The
Breakfast
Ringwald now
has to graduate into adult roles,
which is not an easy task considering past flops by teen actresses
Kristy. !McNichol and Melissa Gilbert. both of whom now primarily
do tele% is ion work.
Bill III -The Pick -Up Anist.’ Ringw Id comes of f as a mature, intel I !gent land cv Meal I
)oung %simian ts ho refuses to become tust :mottle’ conquest of a
gus v,lio’s master at meeting and
seduc mu members of the opposite
sex.
kinum aid plas Randy Jensen. a loin guide al tile American
Museum of Natural History . Her
alcoholic lather. Flash.1 played to
perfection by Dennis Hopper)
om es hig money to ..1/1111: 1110hsterl
who threaten to break some or all
ot his appendages.

lirat-pack actress Molly Ringmald
backs new film bThe Pick -t p Artist:.

gross,’ iip

Jaincs I o

The had guys
\ Randy
tmo choices: either play house
mull the mob diiet’s thuggish son
S.1’.1.4 IS for
ot Lamle up m
reason the exact number is
lied several times in the film
Into the picture then

Jack Jericho. a schoolteacher who
spends his leasure time chasing
any and all women he sees.
An engaging portrayal by
former "Saturday Night Live"
regular Robert Downey keeps the
character from coming off like the
shallow creep such guys usually
are.
In this scenario, Jack meets
Randy. Jack and Randy have sex;
then. in an ironic turn of events,
Rand \ tells Jack to get lost. refusing to give him either her phone
number or even her last name.
He then discovers he., in
lov.e with her, but when Randy
challenges him to prove it by tearing up his little black book, which
in this case is just a sheet of paper
with countless names and phone
numbers scribbles! on it. he hesitates. confirming her doubts about
his seriousness.
Despite good performances
all around. -The Pick Up Arti.t1. tilled with too inanx plot uaps
and contmed dialogue to make it
anything other than ,i
Rinpald .ind 1),mile)
character. continously argue o\ er vvhy
they should or should not start a
relationship. and in one Lase. use
so 111;111\ uanibling metaphors that
the points cach is making get lost
in the pos:e.s.
I ale in the film, when Jack
discos els that Flash has been
grabbed I, \ the mobsteis. instead
of telling Randy about it. he simply returns to biLltering \11111 her

about their proposed relationship.
It isn’t until about about 10 minutes later that the plot returns to
their attempts to raise the money
for Flash’s relea.se.
Hopper plays the part of
Flash with /eal. The character,
who is in a constant state of
drunkenness throughout the film
and can’t remember a single name
of anyone he meets, is very funny
despite the fact that alcoholism is
anything but humorous.
Also excellent is Danny
Aiello as Jack’s diner-owning hest
friend and "pick-up" nientor.
Harvey Keitel also does well playing the mob enforcer.
What this film accomplishes,
if anything. is to establish
Dow ney as one of the rare young
actors 1,111110111 .1 Tom Cruise Matt
Dillon pietty face who is more
than moitlix of starring roles. It
also pio \ es that Ringwald can
plax .1 1,11uht. sex!, young woman
ith lea! adult worries and emotions instead of a bright. rather
cute teen oger v, hose biggest
problem is
outhreak 011101e before the big prom.
"The Pi..1. I .1) Nrtist.- despite the poli,lied ailing. IN not
worth the price ol admission. Yet.
there ate \%1.11-,i: ways 1,i ,v ask, a
dollar oi
Mal to rent
becomes ..1\ a I ’Able 011

better still, vxait until it
sette.
appears on cable.

Belushi makes dramatic change, helps
delinquents reform in ’The Principal’
By Richard Motroni
Daily staff writer
"The Principal" now play.ing at Century 23 in San Jose, is a
film that suffers from excessive
violence. a few miscast actors and
an ending that is poorly thought
out. Yet it still retains enough
quality moments to be a worthwhile venture.
James Relushi star% as Rick
Latimer, a teacher who has done
everything in his power to screw
up his life. He’s recently. been divorced. his drinking habits get
him into endless bar fights. and
the school hoard wants to get rid
of him.
Rut. rather than firing Latimer. they "promote" him to be
principal of Brandel High. the
worst school in the district.
Vv’hen Latimer gets to Br:andel he sees a school here rival
gangs sell drugs. eston money.
and generally terrori/e teachers
who are too afraid to fight back.
Latimer vow s from now on,
everyone will he in W.., on time
and turn in assignmenis
To help hint mall this cause
he befriends the svliotil
guard Jake Phillips (Louis Go.
sett. Jr.) li1/01 sharp 1111111 \\110.,
skeptical ahotil m holier the nem
principal is sok-cie Vvlien he realties Latimer has run out ot options, he agrees to help.
Yet, even with the boredom
and general problems that the stu-

Special discounts
for student body
card holders
call for details
Reservations reQ

dents have. Latimer is able to see
some potential in the kids.
What prevents these kid,
from progressing is a lad, of ,:on

fidence that they can excel
Latimei is gifted enough t«
see the malls that prevent these
kids from being successful. He
talks to the students. he spends a
few hours helping them with thea
school work and seems to he mak
ing a difference, except for one
major problem.
It s easy. to tell from the plot
that "The Principal" is a film attempting to look tough and mean
and that’s one of the movrie’s
advantages. Filmed at Mei
College in Oakland. dile,
Christopher Cain shows a
view of the decay and decline in
the ghetto world.
For all of its promises. "The
Principal" has some maim- flay,.
One is the 1111,..isling of Rae
Das%
Chong. vlio’s totally un
L’t/11 Illt mg as a history !cachet

She simply looks and sounds to,i
soling 1,, he a leacher.
Ken wilt
ot it s
%%hal makes "The Prim

orth seeinu
SII111/1

is .11111f/011011 \\ 11,,

sret.1.11,11.11

as Rick

1 a

hmer In Ins

r,1 di:11141(1s stai
mle. Hellish’ is
when
he has lie toir,21). lender. desperal,
and contused.
In the end ’ ’The Principal.’

a good film that could have been .1
great one.

v, hen it
Idel1Ca,

sr’s&
t\‘’

You Must be at LeaSt 21
2 Beverage Minimum

Featuring the best in Local
and National Stand-up Comics
This week Sept 23-26
"Capt. Rowdy"’

Frank LunflY
Also

Clark Taylor and Ruby Cooper

Come down and check out young fresh comics on the way up. Plus many
well known Bay Area favs who drop in. If you have comic talent or just
look like you do, come down and try out your material on open Mic Nite,
every Wednesday. Never a cover on Wednesday Nites.

247-7795
296-2332
(Save S2 00 on Dinner with
After Dinner Show
gom
late Show-11pm
Doors Always Open at 7pm

Show Info. and Reservations
Dinner Reservations

01;221

Tickets)

4400 Stevens Creek Blvd., San Jose
’Between Kielv Blvd. and Lawrence Expwv.)
Downstairs from caiico Kates
(Next to Meridian Quad Theaters}

